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Abstract

1 Abstract
Diese Arbeit ist zeitaufgelösten Experimenten über die schnellsten Phänomene, zu welchen
die Wissenschaft momentan mittels Attosekundenlaserpulsen Zugang hat, gewidmet. Begleitet von der Entwicklung von Laserquellen im nahen Infrarot, im nahen Ultraviolett
und im extremen Ultraviolett wurden große Bemühungen in die Konstruktion eines neuartigen experimentellen Aufbaus zur Durchführung von Anregungs-Abfrage-Experimenten
auf einer Attosekundenzeitskala, welche bisher nicht möglich waren, investiert. Bezüglich
der Dauer und der Energie der erzeugten Laserpulse gelang in allen drei spektralen
Bereichen die Schaffung einzigartiger Werkzeuge für zukünftige Experimente der Ultrakurzzeitspektroskopie. Diese neuen Werkzeuge wurden für zeitaufgelöste Experimente
genutzt, welche bisher nicht erreichte Einblicke in die Elektronendynamik auf einer Attosekundenzeitskala erlauben. Daher gliedert sich der Aufbau dieser Arbeit, welche die
erreichten Fortschritte beschreibt, wie folgt:
∙ Nach einer allgemeinen Übersicht über die Attosekundenphysik in Kapitel 2 und
eine Einführung in die theoretischen Grundlagen in Kapitel 3.1, welche in den
folgenden Abschnitten von Bedeutung sein werden, wird in Kapitel 3.2 das Lasersystem vorgestellt, welches die Grundlage für alle weiteren Experimente war.
∙ Kapitel 4.1 konzentriert sich auf die Entwicklung eines neuartigen experimentellen
Aufbaus für Anregungs-Abfrage-Experimente auf einer Attosekundenzeitskala: Das
Attosekundenexperiment AS2. Das Fernziel dieses Aufbaus ist die Kombination
von Experimenten mit isolierten Attosekundenlaserpulsen und intensiven Laserpulsen aus verschiedenen spektralen Bereichen. Erhebliche Entwicklungsarbeit
wurde in die Erzeugung von neuartigen optischen Wellenformen investiert. Die Synthese von optischen Wellenformen bestehend aus einer fundamentalen Welle und
deren zweiten Harmonischen wird in Kapitel 4.2 gezeigt. Die Erzeugung von hohen
Harmonischen mit solchen Wellenformen führte zur Entdeckung einer Methode zur
Synthese von spektral durchstimmbaren isolierten Attosekundenlaserpulsen, welche
zukünftige Attosekundenexperimente enorm vereinfachen werden. Die kürzesten
und energiereichsten Laserpulse, die jemals im tiefen ultravioletten Spektralbereich
erzeugt wurden, werden in Kapitel 4.3 vorgestellt. Die erfolgreiche Entwicklung und
Charakterisierung von neuen Optiken im extremen Ultraviolett eröffnet neue Wege
in der Erzeugung von maßgeschneiderten Attosekundenpulsen mit bisher unerreichter Pulsenergie und Kontrolle der Phase der XUV-Pulse. Kapitel 4.4 beschreibt
die erste vollständige Charakterisierung von phasenmodulierten XUV Mehrlagenspiegeln bezüglich ihrer Reflektivität und Phase. Kapitel 4.5 bezieht sich auf die
Einführung von metallbeschichteten XUV-Spiegeln, welche die erreichbare XUV
Pulsenergie bei der kürzesten jemals erreichten Attosekundenpulsdauer von nur
80 Attosekunden um zwei Größenordnungen am Ort des untersuchten Systems
steigerte.
∙ Schließlich wurden einige bahnbrechende Experimente zu zeitaufgelösten Messungen der Elektronendynamik in Edelgasatomen durchgeführt. Diese erweitern unser
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Wissen über Prozesse auf einer Attosekundenzeitskala, welche bisher als instantan betrachtet wurden, und kulminierten in experimentellen Ergebnissen, die immer noch auf eine grundlegende theoretische Erklärung warten. Das Tunneln
von Elektronen durch eine Potentialbarriere, welche von einem intensiven elektrischen Laserfeld und einem bindenden atomaren Potential gebildet wird, wurde
auf einer Attosekundenzeitskala aufgelöst und ist in Kapitel 5.1 dargestellt. Die
zeitliche Struktur des Photoemissionsprozesses, welcher bisher als instantan betrachtet wurde, wurde mit Hilfe der Attosekundenspektroskopie in Kapitel 5.2 offengelegt. Es wurde entdeckt, dass zwischen der Photoemission der 2s- und 2pElektronen in Neon eine messbare Verzögerung von 20 Attosekunden vorliegt. Dies
ist die kürzeste Zeitdauer, die jemals direkt gemessen wurde. Dieses Ergebnis wird
sicherlich weitere zukünftige Untersuchungen sowohl auf theoretischer als auch auf
experimenteller Seite anregen.
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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to time-resolved measurements of the fastest phenomena to which
science has currently access via direct measurements by means of attosecond laser pulses.
Great effort has been invested in the construction of a novel experimental setup for the
conduction of pump-probe experiments on an attosecond timescale, which have so far
not been possible, accompanied by developments of sources of laser pulses in the near
infrared, in the near ultraviolet and in the extreme ultraviolet. Success has been achieved
in all three spectral ranges in the generation of unique tools in terms of the shortest
pulse duration and pulse energy for future experiments in ultrashort spectroscopy. These
new tools have been used for time-resolved experiments, which revealed unprecedented
insights into electron dynamics on an attosecond timescale. Therefore, the structure of
this thesis describing the achieved progress is as follows:
∙ After a general overview about attosecond physics in chapter 2 and an introduction
into the theoretical basics in chapter 3.1, which will be relevant in the following
chapters, chapter 3.2 will present the laser system on which all experiments based.
∙ Chapter 4.1 will concentrate on the development of a novel experimental setup for
attosecond pump-probe experiments: the attosecond beamline AS2. The ultimate
goal of this setup was the combination of isolated attosecond laser pulses with laser
pulses from different spectral ranges. Substantial work has been invested in the
generation of novel optical waveforms. The synthesis of optical waveforms consisting of a fundamental wave and its second harmonic are shown in chapter 4.2. High
harmonic generation with these waveforms resulted in the discovery of a technique
for the generation of tunable isolated attosecond pulses, which will enormously simplify future attosecond experiments. The shortest and most powerful laser pulses
ever generated in the deep ultraviolet are presented in chapter 4.3. The successfull
development and characterization of new optics in the extreme ultraviolet spectral
range opens the door to the generation of tailored attosecond pulses with unprecedented on target pulse energy and control of the phase of the XUV pulses. Chapter
4.4 describes the first complete characterization of chirped XUV multilayer mirrors
in terms of reflectance and phase, which allows for full control of the chirp of attosecond laser pulses in future experimnts. Chapter 4.5 deals with the invention of
metal-coated XUV mirrors, which increased the available attosecond pulse energy
on target by two orders of magnitude at a duration of 80 attoseconds, which is the
shortest pulse duration ever achieved.
∙ Finally, several groundbreaking experiments have been conducted on time-resolved
measurements of electron dynamics in noble gas atoms. They extend our knowledge about processes on the attosecond timescale, which have so far assumed to
be instantaneous and culminated in experimental results that are still waiting for
a theoretical explanation. The tunneling of electrons through a potential barrier
formed by the electric field of an intense laser pulse and the atomic binding potential has been resolved on an attosecond timescale in chapter 5.1. A temporal
structure of the photoemission process, which was so far been considered to happen instantaneously, was revealed by means of attosecond spectroscopy in chapter
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5.2. It was discovered, that there is a measurable delay of 20 attoseconds between
the photoemission of 2s and 2p electrons in neon. To date, this is the shortest
directly measured time delay. In the nearby future, this result will certainly stimulate further investigations of this finding on both the theoretical and experimental
side.
List of publications:
∙ A. L. Cavalieri, E. Goulielmakis, B. Horvath, W. Helml, M. Schultze, M. Fieß,
V. Pervak, L. Veisz, V. S. Yakovlev, M. Uiberacker, A. Apolonski, F. Krausz and
R. Kienberger. Intense 1.5-cycle near infrared laser waveforms and their use for
the generation of ultra-broadband soft-x-ray harmonic continua. New Journal of
Physics, 9: 242 (2007).
∙ U. Graf, M. Fieß, M. Schultze, R. Kienberger, F. Krausz and E. Goulielmakis.
Intense few-cycle light pulses in the deep ultraviolet. Optics Express, 16: 23, 1895618963 (2008).
∙ M. Schultze, M. Fieß, N. Karpowicz, J. Gagnon, M. Korbman, M. Hofstetter, S.
Neppl, A. Cavalieri, Y. Komninos, Th. Mercouris, C. A. Nicolaides, R. Pazourek,
S. Nagele, J. Feist, J. Burgdörfer, A. M. Azzeer, R. Ernstorfer, R. Kienberger, U.
Kleineberg, E. Goulielmakis, F. Krausz and V. S. Yakovlev. Delay in Photoemission. Science, accepted.
∙ M. Hofstetter, M. Schultze, M. Fieß, B. Dennhardt, J. Gagnon, E. Goulielmakis,
R. Kienberger, E. M. Gullikson, F. Krausz and U. Kleineberg. Quantitative phase
control of attosecond XUV pulses using multilayer mirrors. In preparation.
∙ M. Fieß, M. Schultze, E. Goulielmakis, B. Dennhardt, M. Hofstetter, R. Kienberger
and F. Krausz. Versatile apparatus for attosecond metrology and spectroscopy. Submitted.
∙ M. Fieß, B. Horvath, T. Wittmann, W. Helml, Y. Cheng, B. Zeng, Z. Xu, A.
Scrinzi, J. Gagnon, F. Krausz and R. Kienberger Tunable XUV continua between
80 and 100 eV. In preparation.
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2 Introduction
Shortly after the invention of the ruby laser by Theodore Maiman in 1960 [1] the first
pulsed laser systems have been invented in the picosecond regime [2], which started the
race for ever shorter laser pulses as a unique tool for time-resolved measurements of
ultrashort processes. The timescale, on which ultrashort processes evolve, is generally
determined by the discrete excitation energies of the system under scrutiny. This relationship is dictated by one of the most fundamental laws of quantum mechanics: the
energy-time-uncertainty principle, which connects the duration of a time interval Δ𝑡 during which a transition between two quantum states, that are separated by a energetic
gap Δ𝐸, takes place [3]:
ℎ
,
2𝜋
Here, h is Planck’s constant. An excellent example for this general rule are molecules:
The energetic distance between the quantized rotational states in molecules is in the order
of a few wavenumbers (8066 cm−1 = 1 eV). From this follows that rotational dynamics
in molecules evolve on a picosecond timescale and can be excited with photons in the
microwave regime. Vibrations between atoms, which are connected by a molecular bond,
take place on a femtosecond timescale and can be triggered by photons of the infrared
spectrum. Electronic transitions in molecules as well as in atoms [4] and solids [5] exhibit excitation energies in the order of several electron volts and occur on an attosecond
timescale. After the breakthrough to the generation of isolated attosecond laser pulses
in 2001 [6] this is to date the fastest timescale, to which science has access via direct
temporal measurements. Following this line of argument the next even faster timescale
encountered by science will be the zeptosecond timescale. The necessary transition energies will be in the order of many thousands of eV and are typical for energetic transitions
in atomic nuclei.
Δ𝑡Δ𝐸 ≈
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A fundamental limitation for the generation of ever shorter laser pulses is the wavelength
of the electric field carrier wave since the laser pulse duration cannot not be substantially
shorter than one period of the carrier wave as depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Carrier electric field wave (black line) and
envelope (red line) of a single cycle laser pulse
(FWHM) with a central wavelength of 800 nm.

Therefore, femtosecond science starts in the near infrared and ends in the near ultraviolet
of the electromagnetic spectrum, where one oscillation cycle lasts about 1 fs. Consequently, attosecond physics starts in the near ultraviolet range and ends to date in the
extreme ultraviolet at a pulse duration of 80 attoseconds, which is so far the shortest
pulse duration of an isolated laser pulse ever generated [7]. For this reason, approaching
substantially shorter pulse durations will inevitably be accompanied by a shift of the laser
spectrum towards the X-ray and later on 𝛾-ray regime. These rather trivial insights come
along with some absolutely nontrivial technological challenges concerning the generation
of ultrashort laser pulses with ever shorter pulse durations and unavoidably ever higher
photon energies, which are also subject of this thesis. A few of them shall be mentioned
in the following:
∙ Absorption of radiation by air: For radiation with wavelengths below 200 nm absorption by oxygen and at slightly shorter wavelengths also by nitrogen as natural
components of air sets in. Therefore, for a long time this spectral range has been
neglected by science for the simple practical reason that experiments with such
high energetic photons require vacuum conditions making experiments more expensive and complicated. The design of vacuum chambers, pumping schemes and
a great number of motorized optics, which are installed in vaccum and have to be
controllable during the experiment from outside, was one of the major tasks also
in this work.
∙ The availability of optics: in the near infrared, visible and near ultraviolet range
of the electromagnetic spectrum all kinds of reflective, birefringent and beamsplitting optics are obtainable, most of which have been improved during more than
100 years. However, for radiation with wavelengths below 200 nm this situation
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changes dramatically for several reasons: first, science in the spectral range of extreme ultraviolet and higher photon energies is comparably young, the development
of powerful optics as available for lower photon energies therefore topic of ongoing research. Second, materials that exhibit a high reflectance at small angles of
incidence (AOI) do not exist, whereas the AOI is measured between the material
surface normal and the propagation direction of the incident light. Therefore, reflective optics in the XUV are limited to gracing incidence optics and multilayer
mirrors, that can be fabricated in a few spectral windows of the extreme ultraviolet
spectrum.
∙ The availability of lasing media: the classical picture of a laser is a lasing medium
between two mirrors, in which a population inversion is generated by an external
energy source. Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation is by
definition a condition for the operability of a laser system, i.e. spontaneous emission may not be stronger than stimulated emission. Already Einstein showed that
the ratio between spontaneous and induced emission scales with the third power
of the photon energy [8]. For this reason the development of laser systems at ever
higher photon energies becomes more and more difficult. Therefore, attosecond
laser pulses in the XUV spectral range are currently only accessible via high harmonic generation (HHG) with powerful laser pulses in the near infrared and visible
spectral range. Unfortunately, the typical conversion efficiency in such HHG processes at repetition rates of a few kHz is around 10−6 resulting in extremely low
XUV pulse energies in the pJ range.
So far, only a very small number of experiments revealing dynamics on an attosecond
timescale have been done, most of them in noble gases [4] or solids [5]. The measurement
of attosecond dynamics in molecules beyond H2 like e.g. larger biomolecules, which are
of great importance in daily life, has not suceeded yet. These first measurements will
unfold the electron dynamics in molecules, which are the first step in the formation and
break of chemical bonds between atoms, and therefore allow deeper insights in one of the
most fundamental processes in chemisty, biology and physics. Of course, the theoretical
description of electron dynamics in molecules is much more difficult compared to the one
in isolated atomic systems like noble gases. However, this is exactly what makes these
experiments attractive. Attosecond spectroscopy with molecules will by no means be
limited to valence electron dynamics. In close analogy to the Mössbauer effect [9], which
reveals a dependence of the energy states of atomic nuclei on the type of chemical bond
the surrounding electron shells form with neighboring atoms, the dynamics of inner shell
electrons will be affected by chemical bonds formed by the surrounding valence electrons,
too.
Preparing the experimental conditions for attosecond experiments with molecules on such
a level was one task of this thesis. The unique tool, which has been developed for such
an experiment, is an attosecond beamline that allows simultaneous measurements of
∙ ion mass spectra for the detection of charged molecular fragments generated during
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the break of chemical bonds in a molecule,
∙ photoelectron spectra for the detection of the evolution of the electronic states in
molecules after their electronic excitation,
∙ and transient XUV absorption spectra, which complement the detection of electron
dynamics via photoelectron spectra measurements.
The generation of laser pulses covering the spectral range from the near infrared up to
the extreme ultraviolet spectral range has been developed for pump-probe-experiments
with molecules:
∙ attosecond XUV laser pulses with unprecedented pulse energies at kHz repetition
rate.
∙ powerful fundamental laser pulses covering the near infrared and visible spectral
range as driving laser pulses [10].
∙ powerful ultrashort laser pulses in the deep ultraviolet as a prerequisite for the
electronic excitation of smaller molecules [11].
∙ synthesized 𝜔+2𝜔 waveforms for an electronic excitation of target systems depending on a tailored optical waveform.
To date, the availabilty of these tools in one and the same experimental setup is unique
and opens the door to a great number of experiments, which have not been accessible in
the past.
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3 Basic physics and technologies
3.1 Theory
3.1.1 Harmonic generation with intense laser fields
For nonmagnetic materials that contain no free charges and no free currents the 1-dim.
wave equation of optics can be derived from Maxwell’s equations [12, 13]:
∂2E
1 ∂2E
∂2P
−
=
𝜇
0
∂𝑧 2
∂𝑡2
𝑐20 ∂𝑡2
This equation has the form of a driven wave equation for the electric field E . The
polarization P of the material acts as a source term on the right-hand side of this
equation. In absence of resonances and in case of electric field strengths E that are much
smaller than typical atomic field strengths the nonlinear response P of the polarization
on the incident electric field E can be described by the following power series:
[
]
P = 𝜀0 𝜒(1) E + 𝜒(2) E 2 + 𝜒(3) E 3 + . . .
(1)
The (n+1)𝑠𝑡 order tensors 𝜒(𝑛) are known as the n𝑡ℎ -order optical susceptibilities. In this
thesis, only the second- and third-order susceptibilities are of importance. They cause
the generation of various nonlinear effects, which will be examined in the following.
In case of the superposition of two electric field waves
[
] 1
[
]
1
E (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐸1 (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) exp 𝑖(𝜔1 𝑡 − ⃗𝑘1 ⋅ ⃗𝑟) + 𝐸2 (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) exp 𝑖(𝜔2 𝑡 − ⃗𝑘2 ⋅ ⃗𝑟) + 𝑐.𝑐.
2
2
with frequencies 𝜔1 , 𝜔2 and wave vectors ⃗𝑘1 , ⃗𝑘2 , the second order nonlinear material
response is determined by
1
1
E 2 (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐸1 𝐸1∗ + 𝐸2 𝐸2∗
2
2
[
] 1
[
]
1 2
∗ 2
⃗
⃗
+ 𝐸1 exp 2𝑖(𝜔1 𝑡 − 𝑘1 ⋅ ⃗𝑟) + (𝐸2 ) exp 2𝑖(𝜔2 𝑡 − 𝑘2 ⋅ ⃗𝑟)
4
4
{ [
]}
1
+ 𝐸1 𝐸2 exp 𝑖 (𝜔1 + 𝜔2 )𝑡 − (⃗𝑘1 + ⃗𝑘2 ) ⋅ ⃗𝑟
2
{ [
]}
1
+ 𝐸1 𝐸2∗ exp 𝑖 (𝜔1 − 𝜔2 )𝑡 − (⃗𝑘1 − ⃗𝑘2 ) ⋅ ⃗𝑟
2
+ 𝑐.𝑐.
The first line describes a static electric field in the material known as optical rectification. The second line describes the second harmonic generation (SHG) of the fundamental
waves. The third and fourth line describe the sum frequency generation (SFG) and the
difference frequency generation (DFG) of the fundamental waves. The efficiency of all
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these nonlinear processes is proportional to the second order susceptibility 𝜒(2) .
Third order nonlinear effects, which are proportional to the third order susceptibility 𝜒(3)
and generally called four-wave-mixing processes, are orders of magnitude less efficient
than second order nonlinear effects. Instead of listing the complete third order nonlinear
polarization of the real electric field
[
]
1
E (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐸1 (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) exp 𝑖(𝜔1 𝑡 − ⃗𝑘1 ⋅ ⃗𝑟)
2
[
]
1
+ 𝐸2 (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) exp 𝑖(𝜔2 𝑡 − ⃗𝑘2 ⋅ ⃗𝑟)
2
[
]
1
+ 𝐸2 (⃗𝑟, 𝑡) exp 𝑖(𝜔2 𝑡 − ⃗𝑘2 ⋅ ⃗𝑟) + 𝑐.𝑐.
2
only two terms, which matter in the subsequent chapters, shall be mentioned:
{ [
]}
1
P𝑇 𝐻𝐺 = 𝜀0 𝜒(3) 𝐸1 ∣𝐸1 ∣2 exp 3𝑖 𝜔1 𝑡 − ⃗𝑘1 ⋅ ⃗𝑟 + 𝑐.𝑐.
8
{ [
]}
3
P𝑆𝐷 = 𝜀0 𝜒(3) 𝐸12 𝐸2∗ exp 𝑖 (2𝜔1 − 𝜔2 )𝑡 − (2⃗𝑘1 − ⃗𝑘2 ) ⋅ ⃗𝑟 + 𝑐.𝑐.
4
P𝑇 𝐻𝐺 describes the third harmonic generation (THG) of the fundamental wave with
frequency 𝜔1 . P𝑆𝐷 describes the self diffraction (SD) of the fundamental waves at an
induced grating in the nonlinear medium. Fig. 2 illustrates the intensity pattern of two
interfering laser pulses.

Fig. 2: Intensity pattern of two interfering laser pulses in a nonlinear medium [14].
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In case of high intensities this pattern results in a modulation of the refractive index, i.e.
an induced phase grating, caused by the nonlinear Kerr effect:
𝑛 = 𝑛0 + 𝐼𝑛2
Nonlinear phenomena caused by electric field intensities above approximately 1012 W/cm2
cannot be described any more by means of perturbative theories since in this intensity
regime different kinds of ionization processes start to occur. The following examination
considers only nonlinear processes caused by laser intensities between 1012 W/cm2 and
1015 W/cm2 , which are relevant for the experiments presented in the next chapters.
The main difference between high harmonic generation and low order harmonic generation in the perturbative regime is that the electric field strength of the laser field becomes
comparable to the binding electric field strength of electrons in matter. The binding potential of an electron e.g. in a noble gas atom is substantially deformed by the electric
field of the laser. Ionization sets in caused by electron tunneling of the bound electrons
through a potential barrier formed by a superposition of the external laser field and the
atomic binding potential as shown in Fig. 3 a):

Fig. 3: a) atomic binding potential in absence of an external laser field (blue dashed
line) and formation of a potential barrier through which electron tunneling takes
place (blue straight line), b) acceleration of the freed electron in the external laser
electric field, c) recombination and emission of a photon.

Besides electron tunneling through a potential barrier formed by the external laser field
and the atomic binding potential there exist other nonlinear processes leading to ionization in intense laser fields [15, 16]. The most important one is multi-photon-ionization
(MPI), which sets in at lower intensities than tunneling ionization. MPI was first regarded as a generalization of the photoeffect with the main difference that instead of one
single high energetic photon several photons with lower energy are used to overcome the
ionization barrier [17]. Therefore, the photoelectron kinetic energy 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 is given by:
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 𝐼𝑝 − 𝑛ℎ𝜈
whereas 𝑛 is the minimum number of photons necessary to overcome the ionization
potential 𝐼𝑝 . This concept had to be revised after the observation of photoelectrons with
even higher kinetic energies
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𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 𝐼𝑝 − (𝑛 + 𝑠)ℎ𝜈
whereas 𝑛 is again the minimum number of photons to overcome the ionization potential 𝐼𝑝 and 𝑠 is the number of excess photons absorbed by the photoelectron during
the ionization process [18, 19]. In the following chapters of this thesis such high energetic photoelectrons generated by MPI appear in streaking experiments, in which they
play the role of a strong but unwanted background signal at lower photoelectron energies.
Ionization in strong laser fields via electron tunneling has been first theoretically described
by the theory of Keldysh [20] and an improved theory of Ammosov, Delone and Krainov
[21]. Keldysh introduced the dimensionless parameter
√
𝜔
,
2𝑚𝐼𝑝
𝑒𝐸
which allows an estimation on wether MPI or electron tunneling is the dominant ionization process in laser fields. 𝑚 is the electron mass, 𝑒 the electron charge, 𝜔 the laser field
angular frequency, 𝐸 the electric field amplitude and 𝐼𝑝 the ionization potential. For a
constant laser wavelength follows from 𝛾 > 1, i.e. at low intensities, that MPI dominates
the ionization process whereas for 𝛾 < 1, i.e. at high intensities, electron tunneling dominates.
𝛾=

Once the electron has tunneled through the potential barrier, it can be treated as a free
classical electron [22] or as a quantum mechanical electron wave packet [23], which is
acceralerated by the external electric laser field. First, the released electron is pulled
away from the remaining ion, but at the latest after one half-cycle of the electric laser
field the sign of the accelerating electric field changes and the electron is pushed back
towards the ion. With a rather small but non-negligible probability the back-accelerated
electron recombines with the ion and emits the ionization energy plus the kinetic energy,
which it acquired during its acceleration in the external laser field, as a high energy
photon. A classical calculation [22] of the maximum kinetic energy of the recombining
electron results in a so-called cut-off photon energy of
𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑡−𝑜𝑓 𝑓 = 𝐼𝑝 + 3.17𝑈𝑝
where 𝐼𝑝 decribes the ionization potential and
𝑒2 𝐸 2
4𝑚𝜔 2
the ponderomotive energy. 𝑒 is the electron charge, 𝐸 the laser electric field amplitude,
𝑚 the electron mass and 𝜔 the laser field angular frequency. An essential finding of these
calculations is that the maximum photon energy 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑡−𝑜𝑓 𝑓 scales linearly with the laser
field intensity but quadratically with its wavelength 𝜆. This motivated intensive efforts in
the development of few-cycle laser pulses in the IR for high harmonic generation in order
to reach higher XUV photon energies [24]. Unfortunately, the recombination probability
𝑈𝑝 =
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and therefore the HHG efficiency scales with 𝜆−5.5±0.5 [25]. This can be qualitatively
explained in the quantum mechanical picture with the stronger spread of the electron
wave packet due to the much longer electron trajectories in case of HHG with longer
electric field wavelengths:
The group velocities in vacuum for photons and electrons derived from the corresponding
dispersion relations reveal that in contrast to photon wavepackets electron wavepackets
are dispersed by vacuum:
𝑝2
ℏ2 𝑘 2
∂𝜔
ℏ𝑘
⇔ ℏ𝜔 =
⇒
=
∝𝑘
2𝑚
2𝑚
∂𝑘
𝑚
∂𝜔
𝜔 = 𝑐𝑘 ⇒
= 𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.
∂𝑘

𝐸=

(2)
(3)

Here, 𝐸 describes the classical kinetic energy, 𝑝 the classical momentum, 𝑚 is the electron
mass and 𝑘 the wavenumber. From eq. (2) follows that the group velocity of electron
wavepackets in vacuum depends on the electron momentum, i.e. vacuum is dispersive for
electron wavepackets. For photons, however, follows from eq. (3) that the group velocity
is independent from the photon momentum. Therefore laser pulses are not dispersed by
vacuum. The same argument applies to the HHG generation efficiency with short and
long trajectories, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Tunneling ionization is possible as soon as the laser intensity is high enough. At even
higher intensities bound electrons can overcome the potential barrier before the electric field oscillations have reached its maxima or minima. Electrons, which are released
before these extrema, recombine later and propagate along longer trajectories than electrons, which are released after the extrema. In terms of the dispersion of the emitted
XUV pulses of each half cycle this has far-reaching consequenses: Long-trajectory electrons experience two zero crossings of the driving electric field. After the second zero
crossing they are decelerated on their way back to the ion and, therefore, loose kinetic
energy. That’s why long-trajectory XUV pulses reveal negative chirp in contrast to shorttrajectory pulses, which reveal positive chirp [26]. In practice HHG is only possible by
focusing the driver laser pulses into a nonlinear target. The phase-matching conditions
set by the position of the nonlinear target relative to the focus dictate the preferred
generation of either long or short trajectory high harmonics [27]. Since the recombination probability in case of longer trajectories is substantially reduced, HHG is usually
optimized for short-trajectory photons. Therefore, attosecond laser pulses with highest
possible photon flux carry positive chirp [28]. Compensation of this chirp can be reached
by introducing additional negative chirp after HHG. This is usually done by means of
thin metal foils, which are anyway necessary for a subsequent spectral filtering of the
generated high harmonic spectrum after HHG.
As already mentioned and shown in Fig. 4 for one half-cycle, the generation of an attosecond laser pulse occurs during each half-cycle of the fundamental carrier wave. Without
any further measures this results in the generation of a train of attosecond laser pulses,
which corresponds to a modulated spectrum in the spectral domain. In the last 10 years
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Fig. 4: a) HHG with short trajectories resulting in XUV pulses with positive chirp,
b) HHG with long trajectories resulting in XUV pulses with negative chirp. The
red curve indicates the electric field of the fundamental laser pulse. The sign of the
electric field changes only one time in the case of short trajectories and two times in
the case of long trajectories resulting in chirp with opposite sign for HHG with long
trajectories.

different concepts have been pursued for the isolation of one single attosecond pulse of
such a train of attosecond pulses. All these concepts have in common that they aim for
the isolation of a continuous XUV spectrum as the spectral manifestation of an isolated
attosecond laser pulse in the time domain. This means that either HHG of all but one
half-cycle has to be suppressed or specific high harmonics, which are generated only during one half-cycle, are separated from all other generated high harmonics.
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The intensity-gating method requires femtosecond pulse durations of less than 5 fs. It
exploits the fact that in case of such short pulse durations only one half-cycle contributes
to the cut-off of the generated XUV spectrum. This is depicted in Fig. 5 for the case of
short-trajectory HHG:

Fig. 5: HHG with few-cycle femtosecond laser pulses: only one half-cycle contributes to
the highest photon energies. The gray arrows denote the emission time and recollision
time of the electrons. The hight of the XUV peaks denotes the tunneling probability at
the emission times.
Spectral filtering of the continuous cut-off of the generated high harmonic spectrum with
thin metal filters as shown in Fig. 6 guarantees the isolation of photons, which are generated only during one half-cycle. This method has been applied in this work since it
provides the highest possible XUV photon energies and the highest possible XUV photon
flux [7]. However, the generation of sub-5-fs driver laser pulses still remains technically
challenging.
The polarization-gating method is based on the required linear polarization of the driver
electric field for high harmonic generation. The advantage of this technique is, that it
works with slightly longer driver pulse durations of about 7 fs. In the general case of
elliptic polarization the freed electrons have no chance to recombine since their trajectories do not drive the electrons back to the ion from which they have been emitted. The
superposition of two circularly polarized and delayed driver fields with opposite rotation
direction assures that only during one half-cycle linearly polarized light occurs and therefore only one single attosecond laser pulse is generated [30, 31]. The drawback of this
method is that only a fraction of the fundamental pulse energy is used for high harmonic
generation resulting in a substantial reduction of both the achievable maximum photon
energy and photon flux.
The third concept for the generation of a continuous high harmonic spectrum, which
has also been used in this work, is based on the superposition of the fundamental driver
wave with a fraction of its second harmonic wave in order to increase the peak contrast
between the main peak of the carrier electric field and the next two adjacent peaks. From
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Fig. 6: Transmission curves of thin metal filters, which have
been used in this thesis for spectral filtering of XUV spectra [29].

such an increased peak contrast follows that a larger spectral range of XUV photons with
highest energy is generated only during one half-cycle of the synthesized 𝜔+2𝜔 waveform.
Fig. 7 illustrates this idea in an idealized form:

Fig. 7: Superposition of the fundamental wave with its second harmonic wave for
increasing the peak contrast between the main peak and the next two adjacent peaks.

A fundamental prerequisite for all three methods is the capability of controling the driver
waveform by means of carrier-envelope-phase stabilization. Without full control over
the driver waveform the reproducible generation of isolated attosecond laser pulses is
impossible.
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3.1.2 Attosecond streaking experiments
A fundamental challenge in the generation of ultrashort laser pulses is the precise measurement of their pulse duration. The basic prinicple behind the measurement of a short
event in the time domain is, that one needs an even shorter event as a reliable reference
for a precise temporal characterization. At the latest when the femtosecond time domain
was reached in the 1980ies such even shorter references did simply not exist anymore
since the temporal resolution of the so far used electronic detection techniques is limited to the picosecond time domain. From that time on nonlinear processes had to be
invented, which use the temporal resolution of ultrashort laser pulses itself as the necessary reference for their temporal characterization. Autocorrelation techniques in case
of two identical laser pulses and crosscorrelation techniques in case of two different laser
pulses using all available nonlinear processes, like second harmonic generation [32], third
harmonic generation, two photon absorption, etc. have been developed for the generation
and temporal characterization of ever shorter laser pulses. Unfortunately the mentioned
self-referencing techniques suffer from the fact that the reference can only be as short
as the event to be measured but not shorter, which would be necessary for a precise
temporal characterization. The consequence is the need for an assumed or sometimes
rather postulated temporal pulse shape, which eventually has a considerable influence on
the value of the resulting pulse duration [33].
This issue was solved by the invention of "frequency resolved optical gating" (FROG)
[34,35], which is in principle nothing more than a spectrally resolved autocorrelation, and
"spectral phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction" (SPIDER) [36].
These methods make use of the spectral domain instead of the time domain that has
been used by the so far developed nonlinear correlation techniques. Iterative algorithms
in case of FROG and a direct analysis in case of SPIDER enabled for the first time the unambiguous and precise characterisation of ultrashort laser pulses in terms of electric field
amplitude and phase by means of a self-referencing technique. A severe drawback of these
powerful methods for ultrashort laser pulse characterization is the increased complexity
of their experimental realization and data analysis. Whereas nowadays simple second
order autocorrelation measurements in the femtosecond domain can be done within seconds, FROG and SPIDER require time consuming measurements in the spectral domain.
Furthermore, the result of the analysis of the acquired data critically depends on the data
quality and therefore on a rather complicated alignment of the experimental setup.
During the last 10 years the technology, which has been developed for the temporal characterization of femtosecond laser pulses, has been transfered to attosecond physics. The
routine application of autocorrelation measurements has so far been prevented by the
low pulse energies of isolated attosecond laser pulses and the lack of efficient nonlinear
processes in the extreme ultraviolet [37]. Therefore, the state-of-the-art technique for the
characterization of attosecond pulses is called "streaking", which was proposed by Itatani
et al. [38] and combines the concept of the conventional electronic streak camera [39],
the concept of a cross correlation measurement and the FROG-method [40] to a powerful
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tool offering access to the electric field amplitude and phase of attosecond laser pulses [41].
Attosecond streaking experiments described in this work are realized as crosscorrelations
between an attosecond laser pulse in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and a few-cycle
femtosecond laser pulse in the near infrared (NIR). The measured physical quantity is
the kinetic energy of photoelectrons, which are released by the attosecond XUV-pulse
and which is modulated by the electric field of the few-cycle femtosecond pulse. The
photoelectron spectra are usually acquired by photoelectron time-of-flight spectrometers,
which translate the classic kinetic energy
1
𝐸 = 𝑚𝑣 2
2
of the photoelectrons with mass 𝑚 into a flight time 𝑡 over a certain flight distance
𝑠. Micro-channel-plate (MCP) detectors generate a voltage peak when a photoelectron
reaches the detector. The voltage peaks generated by the impinging photoelectrons are
detected by an electronic readout card. The temporal resolution of the readout card and
the flight distance determine the energy resolution of the time-of-flight spectrometer.
The conversion of the measured quantity of photoelectron counts 𝑛𝑡 (𝑡) per flight time 𝑡
to photoelectron counts 𝑛𝐸 (𝐸) per kinetic energy 𝐸 results from the conservation of the
total number of photoelectrons:
∫

+∞

∫

0

𝑡=0

(
𝑛𝐸 (𝐸)𝑑𝐸 ⇔ 𝑛𝐸

𝑛𝑡 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 =
𝐸=+∞

𝑚 ( 𝑠 )2
2 𝑡

)
= 𝑛𝑡 (𝑡)

𝑚𝑠2
𝑡3
with 𝑑𝐸 = − 3 𝑑𝑡
2
𝑚𝑠
𝑡

A streaking measurement consists of a series of photoelectron spectra acquired by temporally scanning the attosecond pulse through the much longer femtosecond pulse. In
absence of the electric field of the fundamental laser pulse the kinetic energy 𝐸 of the
photoelectrons generated by the XUV attosecond pulse is determined by the ionization
potential 𝐼𝑝 of the utilized gas medium and the photon energy ℎ𝜈 of the XUV pulse:
𝐸 = ℎ𝜈 − 𝐼𝑝
In presence of the electric field of the femtosecond laser pulse the momentum 𝑝(𝑡) of the
generated photoelectrons with respect to the delay time 𝑡 between the femtosecond pulse
and the attosecond pulse is given according to Newton’s 2nd law of motion by [42]:
∂𝑝
= −𝑒 𝐸(𝑡)
∂𝑡
∫

𝑡

⇔ 𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑡0 ) − 𝑒
𝑡0
∫ 𝑡

= 𝑝(𝑡0 ) + 𝑒
𝑡0

𝐸(𝑡′ )𝑑𝑡′
∂𝐴(𝑡′ ) ′
𝑑𝑡
∂𝑡′

= 𝑝(𝑡0 ) + 𝑒 [𝐴(𝑡) − 𝐴(𝑡0 )]
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whereas the photoelectrons are released by the attosecond pulse at delay time 𝑡0 and
𝐴(𝑡) is the vector potential of the electric field. 𝐴(𝑡) can be set to zero since already a
few femtoseconds after the emission time 𝑡0 the fundamental electric field 𝐸(𝑡) is zero.
With this follows for the measured kinetic energy:
𝐸(𝑡) =

]
𝑝2 (𝑡)
1 [ 2
=
𝑝 (𝑡0 ) − 2𝑒𝑝(𝑡0 )𝐴(𝑡0 ) + 𝑒2 𝐴2 (𝑡0 )
2𝑚
2𝑚

(4)

In case of fundamental intensities of about 1 ⋅ 1013 W/cm2 , which are usually used for
streaking experiments, the term 𝑒2 𝐴2 (𝑡0 ) is much smaller than the term 2𝑒𝑝(𝑡0 )𝐴(𝑡0 ) in
eq. 4. Therefore streaking measurements offer a direct access to the the electric field of
the femtosecond laser pulse by a simple derivation of the measured streaking curve with
respect to the delay time 𝑡 between the attosecond pulse and the femtosecond pulse. Interestingly, the streaking amplitude increases with increasing initial momentum 𝑝0 . Many
times this was also experimentally observed during this work, e.g. in streaking scan 64 on
page 91. In general, shorter attosecond pulses require a broader XUV-spectrum. Therefore, an increased temporal resolution in a streaking scan is compromised by a reduced
spectral resolution since the spectral bandwidth of the XUV-spectrum is translated into
the spectral bandwidth of the generated photoelectron spectrum.
In principle, a streaking measurement is not more than a spectrally resolved cross correlation measurement between the fundamental laser pulse and the attosecond laser pulse
and at this point FROG comes into play, since a variation of FROG, which is called
XFROG [43], can also be applied to crosscorrelation measurements. In fact, by means of
an iterative algorithm it is possible to retrieve the electric field in amplitude and phase
for both the fundamental pulse and the attosecond pulse [40]. The only information,
which is not accessible via FROG, is the CEP of the XUV pulse.
In order to gain some qualitative information about the chirp of the attosecond pulses
a time-consuming FROG retrieval of the acquired data is not necessary. There exist
some characteristic features of streaking scans, which unambiguously identify the sign of
a potential chirp of the attosecond laser pulse, that are discussed in the following.
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Fig. 8 illustrates two different cases of streaking with chirped attosecond XUV pulses:

Fig. 8: a) and d): temporal profile of the XUV intensity, chirp is indicated by
colors, b) and e): streaking with positive and negative slope of the vector potential 𝐴(𝑡), c) and f): photoelectron spectra with different spectral bandwidth
and peak count rate caused by the vector potential 𝐴(𝑡).

In absence of the electric field of a NIR laser pulse the generated photoelectron spectrum
is just a copy of the chirped XUV photon spectrum shifted by the ionization energy 𝐼𝑝
of the ionized material. In case of positive chirp of the XUV pulse photoelectrons with
less kinetic energy would be emitted earlier by the preceeding red-shifted XUV photons
and photoelectrons with higher kinetic energy would be emitted later by the trailing
blue-shifted XUV photons. In presence of the fundamental electric field this situation
changes. The momentum change Δ𝑝 of the photoelectrons is given by the vector potential
𝐴(𝑡). If the emitted photoelectron spectrum coincides with a zero crossing of the vector
potential with positive slope, then the blue-shifted later photoelectrons gain even more
energy and the red-shifted earlier photons loose even more kinetic energy. Therefore,
the measured photoelectron spectrum is artificially broadened by the momentum change
caused by the fundamental electric field whereas the maximum photoelectron count rate
is reduced. In case of a zero crossing of the vector potential with negative slope the
opposite is the case: blue-shifted later photoelectrons are red-shifted and red-shifted
earlier photoelectrons are blue-shifted resulting in a narrower photoelectron spectrum
and increased maximum count rate.
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3.1.3 Dispersion
The topics, which are addressed in this section, will be of great importance in chapter
4.2 for the calculation of the optical components for the synthesis of waveforms consisting of the fundamental wave and its second harmonic. Furthermore, the concept of the
carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) is introduced, which is crucial especially in chapter 3.2 for
the active CEP stabilization.
The change of the spectral phase Δ𝜑(𝜆) of a laser pulse, which is propagating through a
material of length 𝑙 and refractive index 𝑛(𝜆) is given by:
Δ𝜑(𝜆) = 2𝜋𝑙

𝑛(𝜆)
𝜆

The absolute spectral phase 𝜑(𝜔) of a laser pulse can be described by a Taylor-expansion:
)
𝑑2 𝜑
(𝜔 − 𝜔0 )2
𝜑(𝜔) = 𝜑(𝜔0 ) +
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follows for the corresponding expansion coefficients [44]:
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𝜑1 , which describes the linear change of the spectral phase, is related to the group velocity
𝑣𝑔 :
𝑣𝑔 =

𝑙
𝑐
=
𝜑1
𝑛 − 𝜆 𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝜆

The group velocity 𝑣𝑔 describes the propagation of the envelope of a laser pulse, whereas
the phase velocity
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𝑣𝑝 =

𝑐
𝑛(𝜆)

describes the propagation of the carrier wave of a laser pulse. In dispersive materials
𝑣𝑔 ∕= 𝑣𝑝 holds generally, which implies that the phase of the field oscillations with respect
to the envelope peak – the carrier-envelope-phase – changes during the propagation of
a laser pulse through dispersive material. Fig. 9 illustrates the difference between a
cosine-shaped waveform and a sine-shaped waveform.

Fig. 9: left: calculated cosine-shaped waveform (black curve) of a laser pulse with a
central wavelength of 760 nm and 5 fs full width at half maximum of the electric field
envelope (red curve), right: sine-waveform after propagation of a cosine-waveform
through 13 𝜇m of fused silica, which causes a CEP shift of 𝜋/2.

𝜑2 , which describes the quadratic change of the spectral phase, is called GDD (group
delay dispersion) or linear chirp. The GVD (group velocity dispersion) is the GDD per
material length 𝑙:

𝐺𝐷𝐷 = 𝜑1 =
𝐺𝑉 𝐷 =

𝑑2 𝜑
= 𝐺𝑉 𝐷 ⋅ 𝑙
𝑑𝜔 2

𝑑2 𝑘
𝑑𝜔 2

𝜑3 , which describes the cubic change of the spectral phase, is called the TOD (third order
dispersion). 𝜑4 describes the quartic change of the spectral phase.
For many materials, the dependence of the refractive index 𝑛 on the wavelength 𝜆 can be
well described by the Sellmeier-equation, a description of 𝑛 by four empirical parameters
𝑎1 - 𝑎4 in a wavelength range usually between 300 and 1100 nm. In an uniaxial birefringent material like e.g. BBO or quartz exist two equal symmetry axes, which differ from a
third symmetry axis. The corresponding refractive index for the two identical symmetry
axes is called 𝑛𝑜 , which stands for ordinary refractive index. The refractive index for
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the third symmetry axis is called extraordinary refractive index 𝑛𝑒 . For 𝛼- and 𝛽-BBO
the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices 𝑛𝑜 (𝜆) and 𝑛𝑒 (𝜆) and its derivatives can
generally be described by the following equations:
(
𝑛(𝜆) = 𝑎1 +
𝑏 = 𝑎4 +
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− 𝑎4 𝜆2
2
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The corresponding coefficients for 𝛼-BBO are (𝜆 in 𝜇m) [45]:
refractive index
𝑛𝑜
𝑛𝑒

𝑎1
2.7471
2.3174

𝑎2
0.01878
0.01224

𝑎3
0.01822
0.01667

𝑎4
0.01354
0.01516

The corresponding coefficients for 𝛽-BBO are (𝜆 in 𝜇m) [46]:
refractive index
𝑛𝑜
𝑛𝑒

𝑎1
2.7405
2.3730

𝑎2
0.0184
0.0128

𝑎3
0.0179
0.0156

𝑎4
0.0155
0.0044

For crystal quartz the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices 𝑛𝑜 and 𝑛𝑒 can be
described with a so-called Laurent-series equation:
(
𝑎3
𝑎4
𝑎5
𝑎6 ) 12
𝑛 = 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 𝜆 2 + 2 + 4 + 6 + 8
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆)
(
𝑑𝑛
1
𝑎3
2𝑎4 3𝑎5 4𝑎6
=
𝑎2 𝜆 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 9
𝑑𝜆
𝑛
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
(
)
(
)
1
𝑎3
2𝑎4 3𝑎5 4𝑎6 2 1
3𝑎3 10𝑎4 21𝑎5 36𝑎6
𝑑2 𝑛
= − 3 𝑎2 𝜆 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 9
+
𝑎2 + 4 + 6 + 8 + 10
𝑑𝜆2
𝑛
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
𝑛
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
The corresponding coefficients for crystal quartz are (𝜆 in 𝜇m) [47]:
refractive index
𝑛𝑜
𝑛𝑒
refractive index
𝑛𝑜
𝑛𝑒

𝑎1
2.35728
2.3849

𝑎4
1.34143⋅10−4
1.6518⋅10−4

𝑎2
-1.17⋅10−2
-1.259⋅10−2

𝑎3
1.054⋅10−2
1.079⋅10−2

𝑎5
-4.45368⋅10−7
-1.94741⋅10−6

𝑎6
5.92362⋅10−8
9.36476⋅10−8
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3.1.4 Phase-matching in birefringent materials
Like the explanations of the previous section also the concept of phase-matching, which
is presented in this section, will be needed for the calculations in chapter 4.2. Efficient
harmonic generation in nonlinear media requires the same fundamental and harmonic
phase velocities. Otherwise the harmonic is generated by constructive interference over
a certain distance and then by destructive interference converted back to fundamental
light. Only in case of equal phase velocities, which is called phase-matching, a perfectly
constructive interference of the harmonic light waves, which are generated at different
places in the whole nonlinear medium, is guaranteed:

Fig. 10: a) constructive interference of harmonic waves (blue) generated at
different locations in the nonlinear medium, b) destructive interference in case
of different phase velocities of fundamental (red) and harmonic wave.

Fig. 11: a) SHG in BBO far away from phase-matching: alternately constructive and destructive interference of the generated SH-waves reduces the SHG
efficiency b) SHG in BBO closer to phase-matching [48].

Due to the wavelength-dependant refractive index the phase-velocities of the fundamental
and the harmonic wave are different. The solution is the usage of birefringent materials
and different polarisations for the fundamental and harmonic waves, so that the funda-
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mental and harmonic refractive indices are equal. The o-wave has the ordinary refractive
index and the refractive index of the e-wave can be set for phase-matching by changing
the angle 𝜃 between the optical axis and the k-vector. In case of uniaxial birefringent
crystals this composed refractive index 𝑛𝜃 and its derivatives are given by [49]:
)− 1
2
cos2 𝜃 sin2 𝜃
=
+ 2
𝑛2𝑜,2𝜔
𝑛𝑒,2𝜔
(
)
2
2 𝜃 𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝑛
cos
sin
𝜃
𝑜,2𝜔
𝑒,2𝜔
= 𝑛3𝜃
+ 3
𝑛3𝑜,2𝜔 𝑑𝜆
𝑛𝑒,2𝜔 𝑑𝜆
[
(
(
)2
)
3 cos2 𝜃 𝑑𝑛𝑜,2𝜔 2 cos2 𝜃 𝑑2 𝑛𝑜,2𝜔
3 𝑑𝑛𝜃
3
=
+ 𝑛𝜃 − 4
+ 3
𝑛𝜃 𝑑𝜆
𝑑𝜆
𝑛𝑜,2𝜔
𝑛𝑜,2𝜔 𝑑𝜆2
]
(
)
3 sin2 𝜃 𝑑𝑛𝑒,2𝜔 2 sin2 𝜃 𝑑2 𝑛𝑒,2𝜔
− 4
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𝑑𝜆
𝑛𝑒,2𝜔
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(

𝑛𝜃
𝑑𝑛𝜃
𝑑𝜆
𝑑2 𝑛𝜃
𝑑𝜆2

(5)

Besides energy conservation harmonic generation in birefringent crystals has also to fulfill
momentum conservation, which is just another interpretation of the term phase-matching.
Depending on the orientation of the fundamental wave and the second harmonic wave
there are several possible types of phase-matching. Two common geometries are type I
and type II phase-matching:
∙ type I SHG: the fundamental is an o-wave, the second harmonic is an e-wave
2𝜔𝑛𝜃,2𝜔
𝜔𝑛𝑜,𝜔
2𝑘𝑜,𝜔 = 𝑘𝜃,2𝜔 ⇔ 2
=
⇔ 𝑛𝑜,𝜔 = 𝑛𝜃,2𝜔
𝑐
𝑐
⎞
⎛ 1
− 𝑛21
𝑛2𝑜,𝜔
𝑒,2𝜔
2
⎠
⎝
cos 𝜃 =
1
1
−
2
2
𝑛
𝑛
𝑜,2𝜔

𝑒,2𝜔

Δ𝑘 = 𝑘𝜃,2𝜔 − 2𝑘𝑜,𝜔
∙ type II SHG: the fundamental is split into an o-wave and an e-wave, the second
harmonic is an e-wave
𝜔𝑛𝜃,𝜔
2𝜔𝑛𝜃,2𝜔
𝜔𝑛𝑜,𝜔
+
=
⇔ 𝑛𝑜,𝜔 + 𝑛𝜃,𝜔 = 2𝑛𝜃,2𝜔
𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
Δ𝑘 = 𝑘𝜃,2𝜔 − 𝑘𝑜,𝜔 − 𝑘𝜃,𝜔

𝑘𝑜,𝜔 + 𝑘𝜃,𝜔 = 𝑘𝜃,2𝜔 ⇔

The expression for the phase-matching angle 𝜃 follows from eq. 5 and the corresponding
equations for the refractive indices. In case of type II SHG exists no simple analytical
formula for 𝜃. However, 𝜃 can be found numerically by plotting 𝑛𝑜,𝜔 + 𝑛𝜃,𝜔 and 2𝑛𝜃,2𝜔 for
a certain wavelength versus 𝜃 and finding the 𝜃-angle at the intersection of both curves.
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3.1.5 The spectrum of two laser pulses with a constant delay
The spectral domain of two delayed laser pulses will be needed for understanding the
introduction of the slow loop of the active CEP stabilization in chapter 3.2.4 and the
technique for the detection of the temporal overlap between two laser pulses, which is
presented in chapter 4.1.3.
In the following the spectrum of two interfering laser pulses with real electric fields
+∞
∫

⎛

⎞
√
𝑑𝜔 𝐼1 (𝜔)𝑒𝑖(𝜙1 (𝜔)−𝜔𝑡) + 𝑐.𝑐.⎠

1⎝ 1
2 2𝜋
𝜔=−∞
⎛
⎞
+∞
∫
√
1
1
𝑑𝜔 𝐼2 (𝜔)𝑒𝑖(𝜙2 (𝜔)−𝜔(𝑡+𝜏 )) + 𝑐.𝑐.⎠
𝐸2 (𝑡) = ⎝
2 2𝜋

𝐸1 (𝑡) =

𝜔=−∞

which are separated by a time delay 𝜏 is calculated. The spectral phase
𝜙𝑖 (𝜔) = 𝜑𝑖0 + 𝜑𝑖 (𝜔)
can be described as a sum of a frequency independent carrier-envelope-phase 𝜑𝑖0 and a
frequency dependent part 𝜑𝑖 (𝜔). The complex electric field 𝐸(𝜔) is the Fourier transform
of the real electric field 𝐸(𝑡) in the time domain:
∫

+∞

𝐸(𝜔) =

𝑑𝑡𝐸(𝑡)𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡

𝑡=−∞

√
𝐸(𝜔) = 𝐼(𝜔)𝑒𝑖𝜙(𝜔)
𝐸(𝜔) = 𝐸 ∗ (−𝜔)
𝐼(𝜔) = 𝐼(−𝜔)
𝜙(𝜔) = −𝜙(−𝜔)
For the measured spectrum 𝐼(𝜔) of two laser pulses 𝐸1 (𝑡) and 𝐸2 (𝑡) follows:
+∞
∫

𝐼(𝜔) =

2

𝑑𝑡 [𝐸1 (𝑡) + 𝐸2 (𝑡)] 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡
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′
′
′
′
′
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Here Dirac’s delta function 𝛿(𝜔) is defined by
∫ +∞
1
𝑑𝑡 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡
𝛿(𝜔) =
2𝜋 𝑡=−∞
With this follows for the spectrum 𝐼(𝜔):

1
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2

=
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3.1.6 The spectrum of a train of laser pulses
The electric field 𝐸(𝑡) of a pulse train of a mode-locked laser with repetition rate 1/𝑇
is essential for the comprehension of the concept of the carrier-envelope-phase and its
active stabilization presented in chapter 3.2.4. It can be described as a convolution of the
complex electric field 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑡) of a single laser pulse consisting of a carrier exp(𝑖𝜔0 𝑡) and
ˆ and a comb 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏(𝑡) of delta functions 𝛿(𝑡−𝑛𝑇 ) multiplied with
an envelope function 𝐸(𝑡)
a phase factor exp(𝑖𝑛Δ𝜙 + 𝜙0 ), which describes the linear CEP shift between subsequent
pulses of a mode-locked pulse train:
ˆ exp(𝑖𝜔0 𝑡)
𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑡) = 𝐸(𝑡)
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏(𝑡) =

+∞
∑

exp [𝑖(𝑛Δ𝜙 + 𝜙0 )] 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇 )

𝑛=−∞

𝐸(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑡) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏(𝑡)
∫ +∞
+∞
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+∞
∑
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ˆ − 𝑛𝑇 ) exp {𝑖 [𝜔0 (𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇 ) + 𝑛Δ𝜙 + 𝜙0 ]}
𝐸(𝑡

𝑛=−∞

Using the convolution theorem and Poisson’s sum rule (20), which is derived in chapter
7.1, with 2𝜋𝑥 = 𝜔𝑇 − Δ𝜙 one obtains for the electric field 𝐸(𝜔) of a mode-locked pulse
train in the spectral domain:
𝐸(𝜔) = ℱ [𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑡) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏(𝑡)]
= ℱ [𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝑡)] ⋅ ℱ [𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏(𝑡)]
+∞
[
] ∫ +∞
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𝐸(𝜔) describes an envelope function
[
]
ˆ
ˆ exp(𝑖𝜔0 𝑡)
𝐸(𝜔)
= ℱ 𝐸(𝑡)
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multiplied with a comb-like spectrum
)
(
+∞
∑
2𝜋
Δ𝜙
2𝜋
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏(𝜔) =
exp(𝑖𝜙0 )
𝑚−
𝛿 𝜔−
𝑇
𝑇
𝑇
𝑚=−∞
with comb lines
2𝜋
Δ𝜙
𝑚+
𝑇
𝑇
= 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 𝑚 + 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 ,

𝜔𝑚 =

at the distance
2𝜋
𝑇
between adjacent comb lines and the carrier-envelope offset frequency
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 =

Δ𝜙𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝
Δ𝜙
=
.
𝑇
2𝜋
From 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 = 0 follows Δ𝜙 = 0, which means that CEP stable laser pulses in the time
domain have a zero offset frequency in the frequency domain. Fig. 12 illustrates the
spectrum of a train of modelocked laser pulses:
𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 =

Fig. 12: Schematic view of a frequency comb spectrum.
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3.2 Laser system
The laser system is based on a commercial core (Femtolasers Produktions Gesellschaft)
adapted to the needs of the experiment. It generates CEP-stabilized laser pulses with 3.5
fs pulse duration (FWHM), 300 𝜇J pulse energy at 3 kHz repetition rate and a spectrum
spanning from 450 nm to 1050 nm with a central wavelength of 760 nm [10]. The laser
system can be divided into three parts: the oscillator, the amplifier and a hollow core
fiber, which are described in the following.
3.2.1 Oscillator
The first observation of mode-locking in Ti:sapphire laser oscillators in 1991 by Spence
et al. [50] and its theoretical explanation by means of the nonlinear Kerr effect [51] revolutionized the generation of ultrashort laser pulses. Compared to the dye laser systems,
which have been used before, solid state lasers considerably simplified the operation of
ultrashort laser systems. Hence, the oscillator system used in this work is a solid state
laser based on Ti:Sa as gain medium. A predecessor of the oscillator has been published
in [52]. Mode-locking is achieved by Kerr-lens mode locking in combination with a soft
aperture formed by the focal spot size of the pump laser beam in the gain medium, which
is smaller than the focal spot size of mode-locked laser beam. Therefore, only intense laser
pulses, which are focused by the self-induced Kerr-lens and formed by mode-locked laser
modes, experience gain, whereas unlocked laser modes suffer to much loss and eventually
die out:

Fig. 13: Schematic view of Kerr-lens mode-locking: dark red output beam is
high intensity pulsed radiation, light red output beam is low intensity beam
[53].

Today’s state-of-the-art femtosecond oscillators make use of chirped mirrors [54] for intracavity dispersion control. Chirped mirrors combine high reflectance with precise control
of linear and even higher order chirp and are therefore superior to conventional prism or
grating compressors.
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A photo of the oscillator, which has been used in this work, is presented in the following
figure:

Fig. 14: Schematic beampaths in the oscillator of the modelocked laser pulses
(red) and the pump laser (green): a) photo diode for beat signal detection,
b) filter and lens for beat signal, c) beamsplitter for separation of beat signal
from oscillator output, d) PPLN-crystal, e) chirped mirrors, f) output coupler,
g) wedge with one reflection used for spectrum measurement, h) end mirror, i)
Ti:Sa-crystal, j) acousto-optical modulator, k) pump laser, m) reflection from
wedge for intracavity spectrum measurement.

The oscillator is based on an astigmatism-compensated X-folded geometry. 4.35 W of a
frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 at 532 nm are focused with a lens in a Ti:Sapphire crystal
as gain medium, which is cut at Brewster’s angle in order to prevent reflection losses.
The GDD of the laser pulses is controlled by a set of chirped mirrors and wedged fused
silica plates. The wedged shape of the output coupler, which transmits 15 % of the
incident radiation, prevents backreflections from outside into the oscillator, which could
disturb the formation of mode-locked laser pulses. After transmission through the output
coupler the laser pulses are compressed by two reflections upon each of two chirped
mirrors. Afterwards they are focused in a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN)
crystal, which is part of the fast loop of the CEP stabilization that is described in more
detail in chapter 3.2.4. The chirp caused by the transmission through the PPLN crystal
is compensated by another set of chirped mirrors and finally the subsequent amplifier
system is seeded with CEP stabilized laser pulses, with 6 fs pulse duration (FWHM), a
spectrum from 600 nm to 1000 nm (see Fig. 17), 70 MHz repetition rate and 280 mW
average output power.
3.2.2 Multipass amplifier
The amplifier is based on the concept of chirped pulse amplification (CPA), which has
been invented in 1985 [55]. The idea behind CPA is to prevent damage of the amplifier
gain medium and other optical components by stretching the pulse duration from about
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6 fs to about 15 ps and by this keeping the peak intensity of the amplified laser pulse
below the damage threshold of the optical compontents. A predecessor of the amplifier
has been published in [56]. The amplifier can be divided in three parts: first, a stretcher,
which elongates the pulse duration, second, the actual multipass amplifier and ,third, a
compressor, which reduces the pulse duration of the amplified pulses close to the Fourierlimit.
A schematic view of the complete amplifier system is shown in Fig. 15:

Fig. 15: Schematic view of the CPA-amplifier. FI: Faraday isolator for protecting
oscillator from backreflections, TOD: chirped mirrors for cubic chirp compensation,
SF57: glass for pulse-stretching, P1 - P3: periscopes, PC: Pockels cell for pulse
selection, Pol: polarizers, G: Gauss-filter, Mask 1 and Mask 2: masks for preventing
lasing in the amplifier cavity, RR1 - RR4: retroreflectors, M1 and M2: cavity mirrors
of amplifier, Ti:Sa: amplifier crystal, M3: retroreflector of pump beam, L: lens, M4
and M5: selecting mirrors after 4th pass, P1 - P4: prisms of prism compressor, CM:
positively chirped mirrors for final pulse compression.

The laser pulses, which are generated by the oscillator, propagate first through a Faraday
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isolator in order to prevent backreflections or amplifed spontaneous emission (ASE) from
disturbing the oscillator. The Faraday isolator is surrounded by two polarizers, which
turn the polarization by 90∘ . After this, about 56 reflections on two pairs of chirped
mirrors introduce positive third order dispersion (TOD). The reason for this is that
the prism compressor after the amplifier usually overcompensates the TOD, which is
generated by the stretcher and other optical components in the amplifier if the overall
GDD is zero [56, 57]. The last component of the stretcher is a 5 cm long piece of SF57
glass for pulse stretching.
The multipass amplifier consisting of of a confocal z-folded astigmatically compensated
cavity formed by the mirrors M1 and M2 in Fig. 15 is seeded with stretched laser
pulses of about 1 nJ pulse energy and a repetition rate of 70 MHz. 9 passes through
a 3.5 mm long Brewster-cut Ti:Sa crystal, which is pumped by 20 W of a frequencydoubled diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser at 532 nm, increase the pulse energy by a factor
of 1⋅106 to 1.3 mJ with a reduced final repetition rate of 3 kHz. The reduction of the
repetition rate takes place after the 4th pass by a Pockels cell, which is sourrounded by
two polarizers. Reducing the repetition rate after the 4th pass has two reasons: First,
the pulse shape of the nanosecond pump pulse is visible as envelope of the amplified
MHz pulse train after detection with a photo diode and the most intense pulse of this
pulse train can be easily selected. Second, most of the ASE, which happened during
the first four passes, is blocked by the Pockels cell and therefore not further amplified in
the next five passes. The amplifier crystal is operated in saturation in order to generate
amplified output pulses with the lowest possible fluctuations in pulse energy since these
fluctuations would severely compromise the CEP stability and spectral stability due to
nonlinear effects (SPM, Kerr-effect) in the subsequent hollow core fiber. Masks 1 and 2
in front of the retroreflectors RR1 - RR4 in Fig. 15 prevent the amplifier cavity from
lasing and suppress the ASE. The nine passes for amplification are arranged in a three
dimensional geometry ensuring an optimum matching of the seed beam and the pump
beam in the amplifier crystal: The first four and the second four passes propagate in two
different planes. The 9th pass propagates in a third plane. Fig. 16 illustrates the beam
geometry in the amplifier cavity:

Fig. 16: Pattern on the focusing mirrors M1 and M2 and the masks mask 1 and mask
2 in Fig. 15 generated by the different passes, the viewing direction on M1 and M2
is from the Ti:Sa crystal, the viewing direction on mask 1 is from the retroreflectors
RR1 and RR2, the viewing direction on mask 2 is from mirror M2.
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The much smaller gain bandwidth of the Ti:Sa compared to the spectrum of the seed
pulses results in a reduced spectral bandwidth of the amplified pulses and by this in an
increased pulse duration. The spectral narrowing during the amplification is partially
compensated by a Gauss-filter in front of mask 2 in Fig. 15, which exhibits a larger
spectral transmission in the wings than in the center of the gain bandwidth of Ti:Sa.
Nevertheless, the spectrum of the amplified pulses supports only a Fourier-limited pulse
duration of 23 fs (see Fig. 17).
In a third step the amplified and still stretched pulses are compressed by means of a
prism compressor and positively chirped mirrors. A crucial point of the compression is
that in previous systems the compressed laser pulse entered the last prism P1 in Fig. 15
with negative chirp. Due to the high intensities SPM occured in prism P1, which leads in
combination with negative chirp to spectral narrowing [58]. Therefore the compression
was changed such that the laser pulse enters prism P1 with stronger negative chirp in
order to reduce the peak intensity and to avoid SPM. The final compression takes place
by 14 reflections on positively chirped mirrors [10]. The overall transmission of the
compressor is 83 %, which results in amplified pulses of 1.1 mJ pulse energy, 23 fs pulse
duration at a repetition rate of 3 kHz.
3.2.3 Hollow core fiber
The last part of the laser system is a 1 m long hollow core fiber (HCF) with 260 𝜇m core
diameter filled with 1.8 bar of Neon for spectral broadening of the amplified laser pulses
by means of self phase modulation [59]. A typical output spectrum of the HCF is shown
in Fig. 17:
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Fig. 17: Intracavity spectrum of oscillator (green), spectrum after prism compressor of amplifier (blue) and spectrum after hollow core fiber (red).

The transmission of the HCF is about 50 %. After pulse compression on three pairs of
negatively chirped mirrors laser pulses with 500 𝜇J pulse energy, 3.5 fs pulse duration
(FWHM) and 3 kHz repetition rate are delivered to the experimental setup, which is
described in chapter 4.1.
3.2.4 Carrier-envelope-phase stabilization
The active stabilization of the carrier envelope phase (CEP) can be divided into two
parts: First, the fast loop stabilizes the CEP of the laser pulses, which are generated
by the oscillator. As its name implies, this stabilization is fast and runs on a MHz time
scale since it has to compensate fast changes of the CEP due to mechanical vibrations,
air currents and other noise sources. On its way through the multipass amplifier and the
HCF the CEP stabilized laser pulses accumulate a substantial amount of CEP change,
which varies on a Hz scale [60] and is mainly caused by thermal instabilities. This slow
CEP drift can be compensated by a second stabilization loop - the slow loop - which
runs at 100 Hz. Fast loop and slow loop are completely decoupled since the fast loop
balances CEP changes via the pump laser power of the oscillator, whereas the slow loop
controls tiny changes in the prism compressor of the CPA amplifier.
The fast loop is based on the f-to-0 method using difference frequency generation based
on quasi phase-matching in a periodically poled lithium niobate crystal (PPLN, see Fig.
14) [61]. The frequency comb
𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 + 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂
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of the long wavelength wing of the fundamental spectrum, which is amplified by SPM in
the PPLN crystal, is interfered with the frequency comb
𝑓𝐷𝐹 𝐺 = 𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 + 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 − (𝑚𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 + 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 ) = (𝑛 − 𝑚)𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 , n>m

(7)

of the generated difference frequency. From equation 7 follows that mode-locked laser
pulses synthesized by difference frequency generation are inherently CEP stabilized [62,
63]. The resulting beating frequency
𝑓𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 = ∣𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑑 − 𝑓𝐷𝐹 𝐺 ∣ = ∣(𝑛 − 𝑚 − 𝑘)𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 ± 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 ∣

(8)

in the spectral region, where both the fundamental and the DFG spectrum interfere, can
be observed by frequency analysis of the acquired photodiode signal. 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 , which is
detected by means of a bandpass filter for 𝑛 − 𝑚 − 𝑘 = 0, is used as an input signal for
an analog PI-controller, which stabilizes 𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 at 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 /4. This ensures that every fourth
pulse of the pulse train, which is leaving the oscillator, has the same CEP. The output
signal of the fast loop electronics controls the amplitude of an acousto-optical modulator,
which sets the power of the oscillator pump laser (see Fig. 14 on page 33). Since the
refractive index in the Ti:Sa crystal depends on the pump power via the nonlinear Kerr
effect, both group velocity and phase velocity of the laser pulses can be balanced on a
MHz time scale, that
𝑓𝐶𝐸𝑂 =

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝
4

is guarenteed. The Pockels cell in the amplifier picks every 4n𝑡ℎ pulse of the MHz pulse
train, whereas n is an integer. This ensures that only laser pulses with identical CEP are
amplified.
The slow loop is based on the f-to-2f-method. Instead of interfering the DFG spectrum
with the fundamental spectrum like in the fast loop, the second harmonic of the red
part of the fundamental spectrum is generated and interfered with the blue part of the
fundamental spectrum. Fortunately the fundamental spectrum after the HCF is broad
enough so that no further spectral broadening e.g. by means of photonic crystal fibers
is needed [64]. In contrast to the fast loop the change of the CEP is detected by a
spectrometer and as outlined in chapter 3.1.5 the spectrum between two laser pulses
delayed by 𝜏 is given by:
𝐼(𝜔) = 𝐼1 (𝜔) + 𝐼2 (𝜔) + 2

√
𝐼1 (𝜔)𝐼2 (𝜔) cos [𝜙1 (𝜔) − 𝜙2 (𝜔) + 𝜔𝜏 ]

In case of the f-to-2f-interferometer for the fundamental phase 𝜙𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 and the phase 𝜙𝑆𝐻
of the second harmonic as well as for the corresponding spectra 𝐼𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔) and 𝐼𝑆𝐻 (𝜔)
holds:
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𝜙1 (𝜔) = 𝜙𝑆𝐻 (𝜔) = 2𝜑0 + 𝜑𝑆𝐻 (𝜔)
𝜙2 (𝜔) = 𝜙𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔) = 𝜑0 + 𝜑𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔)
𝐼1 (𝜔) = 𝐼𝑆𝐻 (𝜔)
𝐼2 (𝜔) = 𝐼𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔)
This gives a modulated spectrum with modulation period Δ𝑓 = 1/𝜏 , which decreases
with increasing delay 𝜏 . Since the necessary delay 𝜏 between the blue part of the fundamental pulse and the frequency-doubled red part of the fundamental pulse is usually
determined by the chirp of the fundamental laser pulse, which is sent into the f-to2f-interferometer, a fundamental pulse with stronger chirp causes a higher modulation
frequency in the observed f-to-2f-interferogram. The phase shift 𝜑0 of the fringes with
modulation period Δ𝑓 is a direct measure of the fundamental CEP:
𝐼(𝜔) = 𝐼𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔) + 𝐼𝑆𝐻 (𝜔) + 2

√
𝐼𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔)𝐼𝑆𝐻 (𝜔) cos [𝜙𝑆𝐻 (𝜔) − 𝜙𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜔) + 𝜔𝜏 + 𝜑0 ]

A typical spectrum acquired by the f-to-2f-interferometer is shown in Fig. 18:

Fig. 18: Spectrum of fundamental laser pulse and generated
second harmonic for CEP stabilization after the hollow core
fiber.
A shift of the fringes of this spectrum by 2𝜋 corresponds to a CEP shift of 2𝜋. Therefore
the PID algorithm of the slow loop stabilizes the position of the fringes by moving prism
P2 in Fig. 15 on page 34. This time the group velocity and the phase velocity of the
laser pulses are balanced by changing the amount of glass in the laser beam. These
prism movements have no substantial influence on the laser pulse duration since only
tiny movements on a 𝜇m-scale are needed for the necessary CEP corrections.
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4 Frontiers advanced
4.1 Novel setup for the combination of attosecond XUV-pulses with
intensive laser pulses of different spectral ranges
4.1.1 Design of the vacuum system
An overview of the AS2 beamline is shown in Fig. 19. The laser system as described in
chapter 3.2 generates laser pulses with vertical polarization, which is more appropriate
for designing XUV mirrors with high reflectance at non-normal incidence. These laser
pulses, propagating in a vacuum system, are focused on a gas target T1 by a concave
mirror M2, ROC = -1200 mm. The target consists of a nickel tube (3 mm diameter,
300 𝜇m wall thickness, Good Fellow) filled with Neon at a backing pressure of 200 mbar.
In the 100-𝜇m diameter focus high harmonics with photon energies up to 140 eV are
generated. Most of the optical components are motorized and can be adjusted under
vacuum conditions: the flat mirror M1 and the concave mirror M2 in the HHG chamber
(see Fig. 19) are motorized for steering the direction of the beam. The gas target T1 can
be moved in all three directions in space in order to position the gas target relative to the
laser focus for optimum high harmonic generation. The movement along the beam axis
allows to position the target into the part of the confocal parameter, where preferably
short-trajectory harmonics are generated [27].
After HHG, both the generated high harmonic beam and the remaining fundamental
light propagate collinearly into the second vacuum chamber, the delay chamber. Here
the fundamental light and the high harmonics are separated into the two paths of a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. One leg of the interferometer provides the possibility of
adjusting the delay between the fundamental driving pulse and the generated attosecond
pulse. The much smaller divergence of the high harmonic beam compared to the fundamental beam allows for the spatial separation of the two beams by means of a perforated
mirror PM1 with a hole diameter of 1.0 mm through which the HH beam can pass. The
distance between the target T1 and PM1 amounts to 900 mm. The fundamental light
transmitted through the hole of PM1 is blocked by thin metal filters selected according to
their transmittance (e.g. 500 nm Zr for the energy range of 70 to 140 eV, Lebow). These
metal foils act as high pass filters for the high harmonic radiation. In combination with
the reflectance characteristics of the multilayer mirror ML a part of the HH spectrum is
reflected. For few cycle laser pulses at a certain CEP the cut-off part of the continuum
is smooth [65]. Filtering this region of the spectrum corresponds to the isolation of one
single attosecond pulse out of an attosecond pulse train in the time domain [6]. HHG is
optimized in terms of beam profile by means of an XUV sensitive camera (XUV camera
PIXIS XO, Roper Scientific, CCD 1 in Fig. 19) and in terms of spectral distribution with
a home-made grating spectrometer (grating 001-0266, Hitachi [66]). In order to preserve
the interferometer stability, the multilayer mirror ML is not moved for beam profile measurements or spectral measurements of the generated HH. Instead, mirrors coated with
80 % Au and 20 % Pd (Georg Albert PVD) on superpolished silicon substrates (Gooch
& Housego) are moved in with a translation stage. At large incidence angles (> 80∘ ,
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Fig. 19: Experimental setup consisting of three vacuum chambers: chamber for
HHG (top right), delay chamber (middle) and experiment chamber (bottom right).
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measured from the normal axis resulting in a reflectance > 60 %) the HH radiation is
reflected on two gold mirrors, bypassing the multilayer mirror, and is detected for beam
profile measurements on a camera chip of a XUV CCD camera (CCD1 in Fig. 19). For
spectral measurements the high harmonics are reflected off a third gold mirror, which
can be inserted and subsequently dispersed by a grating. The dispersed beam again
circumvents the multilayer mirror and spectra are measured with the same XUV camera
CCD1. For propagation of the HH to the experiment, all gold mirrors are moved out of
the XUV beam.
The mirrors M3 and M4 in the other path of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer combine
three functions:
1. A telescope that consists of M3 (ROC = -600 mm) and M4 (ROC = +250 mm)
for reducing the beam diameter.
2. The delay between the fundamental pulse and the attosecond pulse in the other
path of the interferometer is set by moving mirror M3, which is mounted on a
nm-resolution piezo translation stage.
3. Instabilities of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer are compensated by movements of
mirror M4, which is mounted on a piezo translation stage as well. M4 is the active
part of a stabilization system of the interferometer, which is described in chapter
4.1.4.
The paths of both the fundamental beam and the high harmonics beam are recombined
by a second perforated mirror PM2 with a hole diameter of 2.0 mm, which is approximately the XUV beam diameter at this point of the diverging XUV beam. The beams
are subsequently focused on the experimental target T2 by a toroidal mirror TM (Société
Européenne de Systèmes Optiques). The optical path length of the legs of the interferometer is 1700 mm. The distance between the second perforated mirror PM2 and the
toroidal mirror is 100 mm. The toroidal mirror is coated with nickel, the angle of incidence is 86∘ measured from the normal axis, the effective focal length is 720 mm and the
accepted fundamental beam diameter is 6 mm. The divergence of the fundamental beam
after the telescope formed by mirrors M3 and M4 is set such that the toroidal mirror
TM focuses both the fundamental and the HH beam at the position of the experimental
target T2. The distance between TM and T2 is 982 mm. The focal spot size of the
fundamental focus generated by the toroidal mirror in the experiment chamber is 150
𝜇m, the maximum intensity is 5⋅1013 W/cm2 . The focal spot size of the XUV beam,
measured with the knife-edge method, is 40 𝜇m and therefore by a factor of 3 to 4 smaller
than the focal spot size of the intense fundamental beam.
The experimental target T2 consists of a gas nozzle with motorized movement along all
three dimensions. In pump-probe experiments, photoelectron spectra, ion mass spectra
and transient HH spectra can be measured for different delays between the fundamental
pulse and the XUV pulse. The photoelectron spectra are recorded by means of an electron time-of-flight spectrometer (Stefan Käsdorf, Geräte für Forschung und Industrie)
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with an energy resolution of about 1 % of the total kinetic photoelectron energy. The
ion mass spectra are measured with a reflectron spectrometer (Stefan Käsdorf, Geräte
für Forschung und Industrie) [67]. Transient HH spectra can be measured with a second
XUV-spectrometer after dispersion of the HH beam on grating G2 and detection of the
spectra on CCD2 (grating 541 00 220, Jobin Yvon; XUV camera PIXIS XO, Roper Scientific). A photo of the target in the experiment chamber is shown in Fig. 20:

Fig. 20: Photo of the experimental target in the experiment chamber. The viewing
direction is oposed to the propagation direction of the laser beam. The horizontal
cylinders are the repeller and extractor of the reflectron ion spectrometer. Pump
and probe laser pulses are focused by the toroidal mirror on the tip of gas nozzle in
between. The conical entrance of the electron time-of-flight spectrometer is mounted
from the top.

Typical gas loads for HHG result in a pressure of 5⋅10−3 mbar in the HHG chamber. Differential pumping between the three vacuum chambers allows for a pressure
of 5⋅10−4 mbar in the delay chamber and 8⋅10−6 mbar in the experiment chamber. The
micro-channel plate (MCP) detector of the electron time-of-flight spectrometer, which is
mounted to the experiment chamber, is differentially pumped by a separate turbo molecular pump. The maximum gas load of the experimental target T2 is set such that the
pressure of 3⋅10−6 mbar for Neon as target sample is not exceeded in order to ensure safe
operation of the MCP detector.
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Summarizing all these features, four distinct advantages of the 2nd generation attosecond
beamline compared to its predecessors can be stated:
1. The spatial separation of the fundamental light from the generated XUV light
allows for a tailoring of the pump laser pulse according to the requirements of
the experimental target, e.g. by nonlinear frequency conversion. In the previous
attosecond beamlines [7, 68] a manipulation of the remaining fundamental light
after HHG was not possible due to the collinear propagation of fundamental light
and XUV light after HHG.
2. The angle of incidence on the flat multilayer mirror ML is 45∘ , which allows for
mirror designs with significant higher reflectivity and larger spectral bandwidth for
s-polarized XUV light as compared to near-normal incidence mirror designs as used
in the previous attosecond beamlines.
3. Focusing both the fundamental and the HH beam by means of a toroidal mirror at
grazing incidence offers simultaneous access to transient absorption measurements
and photoelectron streaking experiments at large XUV photon flux.
4. A much longer Rayleigh range of both the fundamental and the XUV beam in the
focus of the experimental target simplifies the alignment for streaking experiments
considerably.
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4.1.2 Calibration of an XUV grating spectrometer
The XUV spectrometers (G1 and G2 in Fig. 19) are calibrated using the absorption
edges of aluminum and silicon foils. The XUV radiation is horizontally dispersed by
the grating and the different wavelength components are recorded on the CCD-chip.
Full vertical binning of the CCD chip results in raw spectra with the number of counts
versus the pixel column number n. In the narrow wavelength range of interest it is a
reasonable assumption that the pixel number n is proportional to the wavelength 𝜆. The
pixel number of the silicon absorption edge is 𝑛1 ; the pixel number of the aluminum
absorption edge is 𝑛2 . With this follows the corresponding wavelength 𝜆 for each pixel
n:
𝜆(𝑛) =

𝜆(𝑛1 ) − 𝜆(𝑛2 )
(𝑛 − 𝑛2 ) + 𝜆(𝑛2 )
𝑛1 − 𝑛2

The conversion from wavelengths 𝜆 in nm to photon energies E in eV is calculated by
E[eV]=1239/𝜆[nm] derived from 𝐸 = ℎ𝜈. Typical raw spectra recorded after transmission
through thin aluminum, silicon and zirconium foils and the corresponding calibrated XUV
spectra are shown in Fig. 21:

Fig. 21: Raw HH spectra (left) and calibrated HH spectra (right) measured after
transmission through thin metal foils made of Zr (solid line), Si (dotted line) and Al
(dashed line). The spectrum below 70 eV in case of a 1000 nm zirconium filter shows
the second diffraction order of the grating.
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4.1.3 Alignment of the temporal overlap
Finding the temporal overlap of the pump and the probe pulses is straightforward in a
collinear setup like in the first generation attosecond beamline [7, 68]. The metal filters,
which block the fundamental light that propagates along the XUV beam path, are removed and two fundamental laser pulses are interfered in the focus of the experimental
target. Each of the two laser pulses propagates along one of the two paths of the interferometer. A lens, which images the focus at the position of the experimental target
through a glass window on a CCD-camera outside the vacuum chamber, is sufficient for
the detection of the interference pattern between two fundamental laser pulses (CCD3
in Fig. 19). In case of a large interferometer setup, however, this method causes severe
difficulties since the coherence length of the fundamental laser pulses amounts to only
a few microns and determines the delay range within which this spatial interference is
visible. Finding this micrometer-size overlap region in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
is non-trivial. Using a high-resolution spectrometer, one can observe the interference
in the spectral domain over a much wider delay range. The same imaging system in
combination with a spectrometer (HR4000, 0.05 nm resolution, Ocean Optics) instead
of a CCD camera observes spectral fringes as described by eq. 6 on page 29. In the
ideal case the two laser beams separated by a time delay 𝜏 have an equal spectrum
𝐼1 (𝜔) = 𝐼2 (𝜔) = 𝑆(𝜔) and zero phase 𝜙1 (𝜔) = 𝜙2 (𝜔) = 0. Then, the measured spectrum
is given by:
𝐼(𝜔) = 2𝑆(𝜔) [1 + cos(𝜔𝜏 )]

(9)

This means that the spectrum of two delayed but apart from that identical laser pulses
is the modulated spectrum of a single pulse, whereas the modulation frequency increases
with increasing delay 𝜏 between the two pulses. Assuming a spectral resolution of 0.05
nm at 750 nm it follows that a delay
[ (
𝜏 = 1/Δ𝑓 = 𝑐

1
1
−
750 𝑛𝑚 750.05 𝑛𝑚

)]−1
= 37.5 𝑝𝑠

corresponding to 11 mm difference of optical path length in an interferometric setup can
still be detected.
A prerequisite for the observation of modulated spectra as shown in Fig. 22 b) and 22
c) is that the intensities of the two interfering laser pulses are of the same magnitude.
Reducing the intensity of the more intense laser pulse by inserting a neutral density
filter into the beam, e.g. with filter wheel FW4 in Fig. 19, is not a solution, since this
filter would introduce additional group delay. Instead, the intensities are balanced by
adjusting aperture A2 in Fig. 19. Closing aperture A2, however, slightly steers the beam
path. Therefore, the spatial overlap of both laser beams at the position of target T2 is
adjusted by moving in a neutral density filter with filter wheel FW4 and observing the
image of the two foci on CCD camera CCD3 (Fig. 22 a).
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Fig. 22: a) Spatial interference with the shadow of the gas nozzle, b) and c): spectral
interference of two fundamental laser pulses for 𝜏 = 5.4 ps (b) and for 𝜏 = 3.5 ps
(c).

4.1.4 Active stabilization of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
In the past, attosecond pump-probe experiments have been realized in collinear [7,68] and
in Mach-Zehnder [28, 69] interferometer setups. Pump-probe experiments with a temporal resolution on an attosecond timescale in an interferometer setup require nm-scale
relative stability of the optical beam path lengths of the two paths since temporal delays
between the pump and the probe pulse are set by controlling the difference of the optical
path lengths of both pulses. This can be ensured by an active feedback stabilization of
the interferometer [69, 70], where the error signal is acquired in a reference interferometer. This reference interferometer is formed by half-inch optical components mounted on
top of those forming the XUV-IR interferometer. By attaching the components on the
mounts that support the XUV-IR interferometer we ensure that the behavior in terms
of drift of the reference beam paths exactly mimic the drift motion of the beam paths of
the fundamental and XUV laser pulses, which are used in the actual experiment. The
thermal stability of the whole interferometer setup benefits from the use of stainless steel
for most of the components, due to its small thermal expansion coefficient in comparison with e.g. aluminum. In the following, the two beam splitters mounted on the two
perforated mirrors are called BS1 and BS2. The half inch mirrors of the upper reference
interferometer, which are the little brothers of ML, M3 and M4 in Fig. 19, are called
stabilization mirrors SML, SM3 and SM4, respectively. A continuous-wave (cw) laser
beam of a low noise, vacuum compatible diode laser (ULN diode laser, Coherent) is split
into two beams by BS1, which is mounted on the mirror mount of PM1 in Fig. 19. Both
beams are recombined by a second half inch beam splitter BS2, which is mounted on
the mirror mount of PM2. The beam, which is transmitted by BS1, propagates above
the beam path of the high harmonics beam and is reflected by a half inch mirror SML
attached on the mirror mount of ML in Fig. 19. Since M3 in Fig. 19 is used for controlling the delay between the fundamental laser pulse and the XUV laser pulse, M3 is
not directly coupled with the reference interferometer. Instead, the mirror mount of M3
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is mounted on a piezo translation stage PZT1. PZT1 and the stainless steel post, on
which the mount of the half inch mirror SM3 of the reference interferometer is mounted,
are assembled on the same base plate. M4 and SM4 are mounted on a second piezo
translation stage PZT2 (NanoX200CAP, Piezosystem Jena), which is used for the active
stabilization of both the lower interferometer and the upper reference interferometer.
After BS2, the intensity of the interference between both cw beams of the reference interferometer is measured by means of a small active surface photodiode (silicon pin detector
ET-2000, EOT). It is operated in photoconductive mode with an active area of only 80
x 80 𝜇m2 in order to avoid averaging over several interference fringes. A change of the
intensity measured by the photodiode corresponds to a change of the difference of the
optical paths lengths of the two paths of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Therefore,
the photodiode voltage was stabilized by means of a PID-algorithm written in LabVIEW
and controlls the voltage, which sets the position of piezo translation stage PZT2. The
PID-algorithm performs 400 corrections per second of the position of PZT2. The limiting factor for the speed of the active stabilization is the resonance frequency of PZT2
at approximately 500 Hz in case of a mass load of only 55 g for the mirrors M4, SM4,
and their mounts. Therefore, only slow drifts due to thermal expansion of the breadboard, mirror mounts, etc. can be compensated but not fast vibrations introduced by
e.g. turbo molecular pumps. Such fast vibrations have been efficiently suppressed by
using dampers between the turbo molecular pumps and the walls of the vacuum chambers, by a decoupling of the walls of the chamber and the optical table inside the delay
chamber on which the interferometer is mounted, and by using turbo molecular pumps
with magnetic bearings.
In order to test the quality of the coupling between both interferometers, a second cw
laser was set up in the HHG chamber and propagated through the lower interferometer
from the focus for HHG in the HHG chamber all the way up to the focus in the experiment chamber. The focus in the experiment chamber was imaged outside on a second
photodiode identical to the one used for the reference interferometer in the delay chamber. Figure 23 a) shows the relative change of the optical path lengths in both the upper
reference interferometer and the lower interferometer, which has to be actively stabilized.
This measurement proves, first, that both interferometers are coupled with an accuracy
of less than 15 nm and, second, that the observed long-term drift motion of more than
100 nm is not negligible and has to be compensated by means of an active stabilization.
Before the active stabilization is started and after the stabilization is stopped, PZT2
is moved linearly over a distance of several microns in order to generate some fringes,
which are detected by the photodiode of the reference interferometer in the delay chamber. These fringes serve as a calibration for the calculation of the changes of the path
length from the measured photodiode voltages. The linear change of the photodiode
voltage at the points of inflection of the sinusoidal curve is extrapolated to the minima
and maxima and the photodiode voltage and converted to a path length change assuming
a distance of 𝜆/2 between adjacent extrema of the sinusoidal voltage curve. After this
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Fig. 23: a) relative change of the optical path length of the reference interferometer
(delay, red) and the lower interferometer, which has to be stabilized (experiment,
green). The thick red and green lines show the mean value per second of both
interferometers. b) The same as in a) except that the active stabilization was turned
on. The insets show the calibration by means of a linear movement of the piezo
stage PZT2 before the active stabilization is started (see text). The right inset in b)
illustrates the statistical noise of 80 data points.

calibration, the sinusoidal voltage curve changes to a zigzag curve as stipulated by the
linear movement of PZT2 (see inset of Fig. 23 a) and b)).
Fig. 23 b) shows the same measurement as displayed in Fig. 23 a) in case of active
stabilization of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. It proves the capability of the presented
stabilization scheme to suppress long term drift motions of the interferometer paths to
within 50 attoseconds on a time scale of one hour. The residual drift motion of the
IR-XUV interferometer, which is shown in Fig. 23, might be due to imperfect coupling
of both interferometers. For time intervals of one second, which is usually the minimum
integration time for the data acquisition of e.g. photoelectron spectra, the standard
deviation has been calculated in case of the lower interferometer. The mean value of
all standard deviations per one-second-interval is only 1.8 nm which corresponds to 6.0
attoseconds and defines the short term stability of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
Different electromagnetic shielding of the photodiodes and cables explains the different
statistical noise for both interferometers.
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4.2 Flexible waveform synthesis with 𝜔+2𝜔-waveforms
As already introduced in chapter 3.1.1 the 𝜔+2𝜔-method for the generation of continuous
XUV spectra as the spectral manifestation of isolated attosecond laser pulses in the timedomain is presented in detail in this chapter, which is composed of 3 parts: The first
part addresses the experimental concept, on which the generation of 𝜔 + 2𝜔-waveforms is
based. The second part describes the theoretical design of the optical components. The
third part deals with the conduction of the experiment, experimental results and their
interpretation.
4.2.1 Concept for the generation of 𝜔+2𝜔-waveforms
The experimental setup for the synthesis of 𝜔 + 2𝜔-waveforms consists of a 𝛽-BBO for
SH-generation, an 𝛼-BBO as a so-called timeplate, which adjusts the delay between the
fundamental and the SH light and a 𝜆/2-waveplate, which turns the polarization of the
fundamental by 90∘ and the one of the SH by 180∘ into one plane for HHG:

Fig. 24: Schematic view of the 𝜔+2𝜔-setup, the laser beam propagates from
the left to the right.

The following figure shows the orientation of the fundamental and second harmonic
electric field polarization with respect to the optical axis in the 𝛽-BBO, timeplate and
in the waveplate.

Fig. 25: 3-dim. orientation of fundamental and second harmonic electric field
in the 𝛽-BBO and timeplate (left) and waveplate (right).
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Criteria for the selection of all three components were
∙ the highest possible ratio of SH intensity to fundamental intensity
∙ the smallest possible thickness of each component in order to reduce the dispersion
and therefore to maintain the short pulse duration.
The approach for the calculation of these components was as follows:
∙ First, 𝛽-BBO as a standard nonlinear crystal for SHG was selected due to its high
damage threshold and conversion efficiency. The selection of a thickness of 100
𝜇m was a tradeoff between increasing conversion efficiency and decreasing phasematching bandwidth with increasing crystal thickness. The phase-matching cutangle 𝜃=29.2∘ was selected for the central wavelength of the fundamental pulse.
Type I phase-matching was chosen since the perpendicular polarizations of SH and
fundamental light are needed for the compensation of the the group delay with a
so-called timeplate right after the BBO for SHG.
∙ Second, a suitable 𝜆/2-plate, which turns the fundamental and SH polarization into
the same plane was selected. Here, the most important criterion was its smallest
possible thickness. For this purpose a true zero order waveplate made of crystal
quartz with only 42 𝜇m thickness was designed.
∙ Third, after calculating the group delay, which is introduced by the BBO for SHG
and the waveplate, a suitable timeplate was selected, which causes the same group
delay like the two previous components but with opposite sign. For this optical
component a 150 𝜇m thick 𝛼-BBO cut at 𝜃=57∘ was chosen, since BBO exhibits a
higher damage threshold in comparison to other possible materials like calcite and
can be manufactured with a better surface quality.
4.2.2 Design of the optical components
The following equation shows the intensity 𝐼2𝜔 of the second harmonic, which is generated
by a fundamental intensity 𝐼𝜔 in a birefringent material with length 𝑙, refractive indices
(2)
𝑛2𝜔 and 𝑛𝜔 and the nonlinear second order susceptibility 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘 [49]:
𝐼2𝜔 =

𝐼𝜔2

[
]
𝜔 2 𝑍0 𝑙 2
sin(Δ𝑘𝑙/2) 2 ∑ (2)
∣𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝑒𝑗 𝑒𝑘 ∣2
Δ𝑘𝑙/2
2𝑐20 𝑛2𝜔 𝑛2𝜔
𝑖=1,2

(10)

√
Here, 𝑍0 = 𝜇0 /𝜀0 is the vacuum impedance, 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆 the wavenumber and Δ𝑘 =
𝑘2𝜔 − 2𝑘𝜔 the phase-mismatch.
In case of type I phase-matching with 𝛽-BBO the phase matching angle 𝜙 has to be
90∘ [46]. The phase-matching angle 𝜃 and the bandwidth BW(𝜆) of the frequencydoubled SH spectrum are given by
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⎛
cos2 𝜃 = ⎝

1
𝑛2𝑜,𝜔
1
𝑛2𝑜,2𝜔

BW(𝜆) =

−
−

1

⎞

𝑛2𝑒,2𝜔
1

(11)

⎠

𝑛2𝑒,2𝜔

sin2 (Δ𝑘𝑙/2)
(Δ𝑘𝑙/2)2
(

Δ𝑘 = 𝑘2𝜔 − 2𝑘𝜔 = 2𝜋

𝑛2𝜔
2𝑛𝜔
−
𝜆2𝜔
𝜆𝜔

)

cos2 𝜃 sin2 𝜃
1
=
+ 2
𝑛22𝜔 (𝜃)
𝑛2𝑜,2𝜔
𝑛𝑒,2𝜔
𝑛𝜔 = 𝑛𝑜 .
Fig. 26 shows the calculated wavelength dependence of the phase-matching angle 𝜃 and
the phase-matching bandwidth BW(𝜆) for three different thickneses 𝑙 of 𝛽-BBO.

Fig. 26: Phase-matching angle 𝜃 (left) and phase-matching bandwidth
BW(𝜆)for three different thicknesses 𝑙 of 𝛽-BBO.
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The following Fig. 27 shows the calculated wavelength dependence of the group delay
and the GDD for both fundamental and SH pulses after propagation through 100 𝜇m of
𝛽-BBO:

Fig. 27: Group delay Δ𝜏 (left) and GDD (right) for both fundamental (red
curve) and SH (blue curve) after propagation through a 100 𝜇m thick 𝛽-BBO,
𝜃 has been adjusted for phase-matching of the fundamental wavelength.

The thickness 𝑙 of a so-called true zero order 𝜆/2-waveplate is determined by the ordinary
and the extraordinary refractive indices 𝑛𝑜 and 𝑛𝑒 :
2𝜋
𝑙∣𝑛𝑒 − 𝑛𝑜 ∣ = 𝜋
𝜆
Assuming a central wavelength of 760 nm for the fundamental pulse the thickness of a
𝜆/2-waveplate made of crystal quartz is 𝑙 = 42.46 𝜇m. Due to the wavelength dependence of the refractive index a perfect 𝜆/2-waveplate can only be designed for one single
wavelength. In case of a broad spectrum the transmitted pulse will always be elliptically
polarized. If this elliptically polarized pulse propagates through a polarizer adjusted to
the polarization of the perfectly linearly polarized wavelength of 760 nm, then the normalized spectral transmittance T(𝜆) of this polarizer can be calculated according to the
following formulas:

T(𝜆) =

1
(

)
1 + tan2 Δ𝜙(𝜆)
2
[
]
2𝑙
Δ𝜙𝜔 = 𝜋 1 −
(𝑛𝑒,𝜔 − 𝑛𝑜,𝜔 )
𝜆𝜔
[
]
𝑙
Δ𝜙2𝜔 = 2𝜋 1 −
(𝑛𝑒,2𝜔 − 𝑛𝑜,2𝜔 )
𝜆2𝜔

(12)
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Derivation: In a cartesian coordinate system the ordinary axis is the x-axis and the
extraordinary axis the y-axis. After propagation through the waveplate the electric 𝐸(𝑡)
field can be described with the following vector:
(
) (
)
𝑥(𝑡)
cos(𝜔𝑡)
𝐸(𝑡) =
=
𝑦(𝑡)
cos(𝜔𝑡 + Δ𝜙)
A change from this parametric representation to cartesian coordinates gives:
𝑥2 + 𝑦 2 − 2𝑥𝑦 cos(Δ𝜙) = sin2 (Δ𝜙)
A prinicipal axis transformation gives:
1
𝑥 = √ (𝑢 − 𝑣)
2
1
𝑥 = √ (𝑢 + 𝑣)
2
𝑣2
𝑢2
[1
−
cos(Δ𝜙)]
+
[1 + cos(Δ𝜙)] = 1
sin2 (Δ𝜙)
sin2 (Δ𝜙)
This is the equation of an ellipse. The ratio between its major and minor semi-axis is
identical to the ratio between the two perpendicular polarization components 𝐸⊥ and 𝐸∥
of which only the latter one is transmitted through the polarizer behind the waveplate.

Fig. 28: Orientation of the two cartesian coordinate systems with axes x, y
and u, v. The polarizer is set for maximum transmission of the electric field
with polarization 𝐸∥ and wavelength 760 nm. The ordinary and extraordinary
axis are identical with the x- and y-axis.
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For the corresponding intensities holds:
𝐼⊥
= tan2
𝐼∥

(

Δ𝜙
2

)
(13)

The total intensity 𝐼 is given by
𝐼 = 𝐼⊥ + 𝐼∥ .

(14)

From eq. 13 and 14 follows eq. 12.
Fig. 29 shows the wavelength dependence of the intensity transmission 𝑇 (𝜆) through
a polarizer behind the waveplate:

Fig. 29: Transmission 𝑇 (𝜆) of the fundamental (red) and the SH (blue) intensity through a polarizer adjusted for optimum transmission of the polarization
𝐸⊥ at 760 nm.
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Fig. 30 shows the group delay and the GDD for both fundamental and SH after propagation through a 42 𝜇m thick 𝜆/2-waveplate made of crystal quartz:

Fig. 30: Group delay Δ𝜏 (left) and GDD (right) for both fundamental (red
curve) and SH (blue curve) after propagation through 42 𝜇m thick crystal
quartz.
In the following considerations the fundamental wavelength is set to 760 nm. The SH
wavelength is set to 430 nm due to some experimental constraints, which will be explained
in the next section. The group delay difference between the fundamental and the SH
pulse after propagation through a 100 𝜇m thick 𝛽-BBO crystal is according to Fig. 27
Δ𝜏𝛽−BBO = +14.8 fs.
If the group delay of the fundamental and the SH after propagation through the waveplate
is defined as the mean group delay of the ordinary and the extraordinary wave then the
waveplate introduces an additional group delay difference of
Δ𝜏waveplate = +6.4 fs.
For temporal overlap after all three components, i.e. 𝛽-BBO, timeplate and waveplate,
the timeplate has to introduce a group delay of
Δ𝜏timeplate = -21.2 fs.
Fig. 31 shows the group delay difference
(
Δ𝜏timeplate = 𝑙
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as a function of 𝜃 and the change of the phase delay
(
)
1
1
𝑑Δ𝜏𝑃
𝑑
−
=𝑙
𝑑𝜃
𝑑𝜃 𝑣𝑃,2𝜔
𝑣𝑃,𝜔
in a 150 𝜇m thick 𝛼-BBO crystal:

Fig. 31: Group delay difference Δ𝜏timeplate (left) versus cut-angle 𝜃 and first
derivative of phase delay difference with respect to 𝜃 for a 150 𝜇m thick 𝛼-BBO
crystal.
From this follows that a 150 𝜇m thick 𝛼-BBO crystal cut at 𝜃 = 57∘ introduces a suitable
group delay difference between fundamental and SH of
Δ𝜏timeplate = -21.3 fs.
The left graph in Fig. 31 shows that a change of 𝜃 by 1.0∘ corresponds to a relative phase
shift between fundamental and SH wave of 1.1 fs at 𝜃 = 57.0∘ .
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The GDD, which is introduced by the timeplate at a cut-angle of 𝜃 = 57 ∘ , is shown in
the following Fig. 32:

Fig. 32: GDD introduced by the timeplate for 𝜃 = 57 ∘ .

4.2.3 Experimental results
Fundamental laser pulses were generated by a commercial laser system (Femtolaser compact pro, Femtolasers Produktions GmbH) as described in chapter 3.2 with 300 𝜇J pulse
energy, 3 kHz repetition rate, stabilized carrier envelope phase and negative chirp in
order to compensate the positive chirp, which was introduced by the subsequent optical
components [10]. The fundamental spectrum supported a Fourier-limited pulse duration
of 3.5 fs FWHM. Through an entrance window these laser pulses entered the vacuum
system of the AS2 beamline as described in chapter 4.1. The setup for waveform synthesis and HHG, which is shown in Fig. 33, was installed in the HHG chamber of the
AS2 beamline. The fundamental laser pulses were focused with a concave silver mirror
M1 (ROC = -350 mm) and recollimated by a second concave silver mirror M2 (ROC =
-350 mm). In the converging beam between M1 and M2 the 𝛽-BBO crystal was placed
out of focus for second harmonic generation (SHG) at intensities just below its damage threshold. After recollimation both the fundamental and the second harmonic wave
propagated through the timeplate, the half waveplate and four pellicles at Brewster’s
angle for polarization cleaning. The fundamental and the second harmonic were focused
by a concave silver mirror M3 (ROC = -1000 mm) in a gas target with a backing pressure
of 200 mbar of neon. The fundamental and second harmonic pulse energies in the gas
target were measured to 180 𝜇J and 9 𝜇J, respectively. The substantial loss of pulse
energy is attributed to Fresnel-reflections on the uncoated 𝛽-BBO, timeplate, waveplate
and pellicles used for polarization cleaning in Brewser’s angle of the fundamental wave.
Silver coatings for all mirrors have been used due to the high reflectance in the spectral
range of the fundamental pulse at the expense of a reduced reflectance for the SH pulse.
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In order to achieve the highest possible reflectance the SH wavelength was set to 430 nm,
leading to a detuned SH wave [71]. The spectral bandwidth of the SH pulses supported a
Fourier-limited pulse duration of 13 fs. The generated high harmonics were transmitted
through a 1.0 𝜇m thick Zr foil and spectrally resolved with the grating spectrometer in
the delay chamber of the AS2 beamline shown in Fig. 19 on page 41. High harmonics
spectra have been recorded for different angles 𝜃 of the timeplate and different CEP
settings of the fundamental pulse.

Fig. 33: a) Experimental setup for the synthesis of 𝜔 +
2𝜔-waveforms and high harmonic generation, b) generated
driving waveform consisting of the fundamental spectrum
centered at 760 nm and a detuned SH spectrum centered at
430 nm.

HHG generation was first optimized with the fundamental wave. Before HHG in the
neon gas target the fundamental beam propagated through both the 𝛽-BBO crystal and
the 𝛼-BBO crystal as well as through the waveplate and pellicles. The 𝛽-BBO crystal
was placed 20 cm in front of the focus of the converging fundamental beam between
mirror M1 and M2 in Fig. 33 a), where the fundamental intensity was too low for SHG
due to the large fundamental beam diameter. The positive chirp caused by the 𝛽-BBO,
𝛼-BBO and the waveplate was compensated by introducing negative chirp with a pair
of wedges placed after the hollow core fiber of the described laser system. This resulted
in the shortest fundamental pulse duration in the neon gas target and the highest XUV
photon flux after HHG.
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After optimizing HHG with the fundamental only, the distance between the 𝛽-BBO and
the focus between mirror M1 and M2 was decreased to 10 cm. Higher fundamental intensities due to the smaller beam diameter resulted in typical SHG conversion efficiencies of
about 5 %. HHG was optimized again with the synthesized 𝜔+2𝜔-waveform. The generated HH spectra showed a strong dependence on both the fundamental CEP, which is
set by means of the active CEP stabilization of the described laser system, and the delay
between the fundamental wave and the SH wave, which is controlled by changing the
𝜃-angle of the timeplate (𝛼-BBO). Changing the 𝜃-angle of the timeplate by 1.0∘ at normal incidence of the laser beam results in a calculated phase delay of 1.1 fs between the
fundamental carrier wave and the SH carrier wave. Since the fundamental wave is a pure
ordinary wave in the timeplate and the second harmonic pulse is not a few-cycle pulse
the CEP of both pulses is assumed to be constant during the timeplate scan. Therefore
the change of the phase delay is approximately equal to the change of the group delay.
A typical series of HH spectra at different delays ("timeplate scan") is shown in Fig. 34
a), which reveals a periodicity of 1.4 fs in perfect agreement with the period of the SH
wave at 430 nm. The high harmonic spectra have been acquired in steps of Δ𝜃 = 0.01∘ ,
which results in a delay resolution of 11 attoseconds. XUV photons with energies below
90 eV are strongly suppressed by the spectral transmission of the zirconium filter and the
spectral efficiency of the grating as shown in Fig. 35 b). In the depicted energy range
the spectral efficiency of the CCD detector is constant.

Fig. 34: a) Timeplate scan showing measured high harmonic spectra for different relative delays between the fundamental wave and the second harmonic
wave. The selected high harmonic spectra of Fig. 35 are marked with vertical
lines. b) Calculated high harmonic spectra assuming the experimental conditions of the timeplate scan in a) for different absolute delays t0 according to
eq. 15.

In general, all timeplate scans consist of one part with continuous XUV spectra at varying
energies and a second part with modulated XUV spectra. Three XUV continua for
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three different delays supporting Fourier-limited pulse durations of 161, 140 and 110
attoseconds FWHM are shown in Fig. 35 together with one modulated XUV spectrum,
which demonstrates the resolution of the XUV grating spectrometer. Even harmonics
appear in the modulated spectrum below 85 eV. The central photon energy of the XUV
continua could be shifted from 80 eV to 100 eV by changing the phase delay by only 320
attoseconds.

Fig. 35: XUV spectra taken from Fig. 34 a) for different delays 𝜏 : a) Continua
tunable between 80 and 100 eV. b) Modulated XUV spectrum demonstrating
the spectral resolution of the XUV spectrometer at 𝜏 = 0.844 fs (solid curve).
Even harmonics are visible below 85 eV. High harmonics at lower energies
are suppressed by the Zr filter transmission and the calculated XUV grating
efficiency (dashed curve).

Timeplate scans have been repeated for different CEP settings, which resulted in a shift
of the XUV continua with respect to the delay axis. Changing the CEP by 2𝜋 led to
identical timeplate scans. Changing the filter material from zirconium to aluminum and
measuring timeplate scans below the aluminum absorption edge resulted in modulated
XUV spectra as described in [72]. Even harmonics could only be observed at energies
far below the cutoff of the high harmonic spectra, whereas an increasing SH pulse energy
resulted in an increasing maximum photon energy of the observable even high harmonics.

A theoretical timeplate scan assuming the experimental conditions of the timeplate scan
in Fig. 34 a) is presented in Fig. 34 b). The match between the two graphs appears to
be fairly good. The theoretical scan was simulated by Ya Cheng and coworkers and is
obtained using single-atom response HHG calculations in the framework of the strong field
approximation [16]. Therefore, it naturally includes the contributions of both short- and
long-trajectories (see chapter 3.1.1). The expression that was used for the superposition
of the harmonic fields was
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{

[
]
𝐸(𝑡)) =𝐸 exp −2 ln(2) ⋅ 𝑡2 /𝜏12 cos (𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝜙1 )
√
+

[
]
𝑅 exp −2 ln(2) ⋅ (𝑡 − 𝑡0 )2 /𝜏22 cos (𝜔2 (𝑡 − 𝑡0 ) + 2𝜙1 )

(15)
}

√
where 𝐸 is the electric field amplitude of the fundamental wave and 𝑅 = 𝐸𝜔2 /𝐸𝜔1 is
the ratio of the field amplitudes of the second harmonic and fundamental waves. 𝜏𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖
and 𝜙𝑖 are the pulse durations (FWHM of electric field intensity), angular frequencies and
carrier-envelope-phases of the fundamental wave (i=1) and its second harmonic (i=2).
𝑡0 is the time delay between the fundamental wave and its second harmonic. High
harmonic spectra are obtained by performing the Fourier-transform of the acceleration
of the dipole moment. In this simulation, the laser intensity of the fundamental pulse
2 , and the ratio of the fundamental and second harmonic field
amounts to 4.7⋅1014 W/cm√
amplitudes is chosen to be 𝑅=4. The central wavelengths of the fundamental wave and
its second harmonic are set at 800 nm and 430 nm, respectively. The pulse duration of
the fundamental wave is set at 3.5 fs, while the pulse duration for the second harmonic
wave is set at 15 fs. The fundamental CEP 𝜙1 was set at 220∘ . The calculated synthesized
waveform, which generates the continuous high harmonic spectrum of Fig. 34 b) at an
absolute delay of 6.9 fs is shown in Fig. 36. A further analysis in Fig. 36 b) reveals,
that only high harmonics, which are generated during one half cycle, contribute to the
intense XUV continuum, leading to the formation of an isolated attosecond pulse. Other
half cycles do not contribute since either their ionization probability is too low or their
XUV photon energy is reduced.

Fig. 36: a) Calculated waveforms of the fundamental (red dotted line), the second
harmonic (blue dashed line) and their superposition (black straight line) at an absolute delay of 6.9 fs. Classical trajectories of maximum return energy and their
ionization probabilities in units of 10−4 are also indicated. b) Calculated high harmonic spectra generated by the corresponding electron trajectories.
Calculations showed that HHG with 𝜔+2𝜔-waveforms
and longer fundamental pulse du√
rations using the same intensity ratio 𝑅 = 4 results in comparable photon energies for
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both even and odd harmonics, which prevents the formation of tunable XUV continua.
Therefore we identified sufficiently short fundamental pulse durations as a prerequisite
of this so far unique method for the generation of tunable attosecond pulses.
In conclusion, a powerful method for the generation of tunable isolated attosecond pulses
was developed. In combination with the broadband metal-coated XUV mirrors presented
in chapter 4.5 this technique has the potential for a tremendous simplification of future
attosecond experiments. In the past, attosecond experiments in selected XUV spectral
ranges were only possible by design, coating and alignment of tailored XUV multilayer
mirrors for each XUV energy. Therefore, an efficient investigation of phenomena depending on the XUV photon energy, e.g. a comparison of fundamental processes like
resonant and non-resonant photoemission from an atomic system, was either extremely
time-consuming or rather impossible. The invention of metal-coated XUV mirrors in
combination with the presented tunable XUV source brings attosecond physics close to
the point, which femtosecond science has already reached 13 years ago by the development of convenient sources for tunable femtosecond laser pulses [73].
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4.3 Intensive few-cycle pulses in the DUV
4.3.1 Motivation
The motivation for the generation of the shortest possible laser pulses in the deep ultraviolet (DUV), which is presented in this chapter, has to be seen in the framework of timeresolved measurements of electron dynamics in molecules on an attosecond timescale.
Electronic dynamics in molecules will be initiated by a pump pulse and the unfolding
evolution on an attosecond time-scale will be probed by an XUV pulse offering the corresponding temporal evolution. A condition for the feasability of such an experiment is a
sufficiently high absorption cross section of the relevant molecular system in the spectral
range of the pump laser pulse. For an easier theoretical handling of the achieved experimental results a molecular system containing only a limited number of atoms would be
preferable. A further constraint given by the setup of the AS2 beamline as described in
chapter 4.1 is that the molecular system under scrutiny should be gaseous or at least exhibit a sufficiently high vapour pressure. Unfortunately, there exist not many molecules
with a high absorption cross section in the third harmonic spectral range of the fundamental driver pulses generated by the laser system, which has been described in chapter
3.2. Some promising candidates are presented in Fig. 37.

Fig. 37: Comparison of molecular absorption cross
sections with the third harmonic spectrum of the
generated UV pulses [74].

Since electron dynamics evolve in general on an attosecond time scale a UV pump pulse
of shortest possible pulse duration would be favourable. Due to the rather small absorption cross sections presented in Fig. 37 the UV pulse energy should be high enough in
order to excite a substantial percentage of the molecular ensemble.
At the beginning of this work existed no experimental technique for the generation of
such high energetic and short laser pulses in the UV. The generation of the shortest
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possible UV pulses was so far limited to methods using SHG and subsequent SFG in
solids and gas filamentation setups [75–78]. Furthermore these methods are based on
rather complicated setups for pulse generation and subsequent pulse compression. In the
following a new technique for the generation of UV pulses with a pulse duration of 3.7
fs, a central wavelength of 266 nm, a pulse energy of 1 𝜇J and a repetition rate of 3 kHz
is presented [11].
4.3.2 Experimental setup
The setup for the generation and characterization of sub-4-fs laser pulses is shown in
Fig. 38. Fundamental laser pulses generated by the laser system described in chapter
3.2 are focused in a gas target consisting of a nickel tube filled with neon. Except for
the comparatively high backing pressure of up to 6 bar this method is the same like the
one used for HHG. Neon as nonlinear medium has been selected as a tradeoff between
polarizability and plasma generation at fundamental intensities of 1014 W/cm2 . From
helium to xenon the third order polarizability given by 𝜒(3) in equation 1 on page 11 is
increasing resulting in an increasing conversion efficiency from fundamental light to its
third harmonic. On the other hand, from helium to xenon the first ionization energy
is decreasing, which gives rise to increasing ionization and plasma generation at the
mentioned fundamental intensity. Since the generated plasma prevents phase-matching
as a condition for efficient harmonic generation, plasma generation has to be limited.

Fig. 38: Experimental setup for the generation of characterization of few-cycle UV
pulses [11].

For a characterization of the generated 3rd harmonic pulses they have to be separated
from the remaining much more intense fundamental light. This takes place in a nondispersive way, preserving the short pulse duration of the UV pulses, by means of a
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silicon surface upon which the third harmonic is reflected at Brewster’s angle of the
fundamental light. Since Brewster’s angle is wavelength-dependent, the third harmonic
exhibits a reflectance of 40 % at Brewster’s angle of the fundamental radiation.
After the isolation of the UV pulses from the fundamental light they enter a dispersionless
SD-FROG setup for pulse characterization [79]. SD stands for self-diffraction and describes a third-order nonlinear effect as introduced in chapter 3.1.1 [80]: two laser beams
are temporally and spatially overlapped in a nonlinear medium. Due to the nonlinear
Kerr-effect a modulation of the refraction index is generated resulting in a phase grating,
which diffracts the two incident beams. Measuring the spectrum of the diffracted signal
for different delays between the two incident beams results in a so-called FROG trace,
which is shown in Fig. 39. The delay between the two laser beams is introduced by
means of a split mirror upon which two replicas of the incident laser beam generated by
a mask with two holes are reflected, whereas one of the two halfs of the split mirror is
mounted on a piezo stage and can be moved with respect to the other half of the split
mirror. Both beams are focused for different delays in a nonlinear medium made of a
thin fused silica plate. The diffracted nonlinear signal is focused on the entrance slit of
a spectrometer. Since third order self diffraction is not a phase-matched process [48],
the thickness of the nonlinear medium has to be reduced to a minimum of only 15 𝜇m.
This ensured that the nonlinear medium had no substantial influence on the measured
UV pulse duration [11]. However, the disadvantage of such a thin nonlinear material is
an exceptional weak nonlinear signal.
4.3.3 Experimental results
A typical measured FROG-trace is shown in Fig. 39 a), which reveals that the redshifted spectral components of the UV-pulse slightly precede the blue-shifted spectral
components indicating positive chirp. As already demonstrated in chapter 4.4 a major
advantage of FROG measurements becomes obvious: in contrast to an autocorrelation
measurement a measured FROG trace tells the experimentalist immediately the sign of
a potential chirp of the laser pulse. For a quantitative analysis a commercially available
iterative FROG-algorithm is fed with the experimental data. Based on the assumption of
a second order or third order nonlinear effect, which was in our case self-diffraction, this
algorithm is able to reconstruct the electric field amplitude and phase in both spectral
and time domain. Additionally it calculates a retrieved FROG trace shown in Fig. 39
b). The larger the difference between the measured and the retrieved FROG trace is, the
larger is the error in the FROG measurement, giving the experimentalist a quantitative
feedback regarding the quality of the measured data. However, in case of Fig. 39 a)
and b) the retrieved FROG-trace nicely reproduces the residual positive chirp, which is
visible in the measured FROG-trace. Fig. 39 c) and d) show the reconstructed electric
field amplitude and phase in the time domain and in the spectral domain. The slightly
parabolic shape of the spectral phase indicates positive chirp as defined in chapter 3.1.3,
which is responsible for a pulse duration of 3.7 fs and therefore a bit longer than the
Fourier-limited pulse duration of 3.5 fs supported by the measured spectrum of the UV
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pulses.
To date, these measurements represent the shortest laser pulses in the spectral range
between 200 and 300 nm. Due to the high pulse energy of about 1 𝜇J, these pulses
can be used for triggering electronic dynamics of various molecular systems, which are
subsequently probed by attosecond laser pulses with detection techniques as introduced
in chapter 2.

Fig. 39: a) Measured SD-FROG-trace of a 3.7 fs pulse in the DUV, b) Retrieved
SD-FROG-trace, c) Retrieved electric field intensity and phase in the time domain,
d) Retrieved electric field intensity and phase in the spectral domain [11].
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4.4 Chirp control of attosecond laser pulses
4.4.1 Introduction
The invention of chirped multilayer mirrors revolutionized the generation of ever shorter
femtosecond laser pulses in the visible and near infrared spectral range [54]. Up to now,
multilayer mirrors as reflective optics in the XUV have been designed in order to achieve
the highest possible reflectance, the broadest possible spectral bandwidth and the smallest possible GDD in order to preserve the phase of the incident attosecond laser pulses.
The specific introduction of additional GDD by means of XUV multilayer mirrors for
effective chirp compensation of the attosecond laser pulses as it is routinely done since
more than 15 years in the generation of visible and near infrared femtosecond laser pulses
was not pursued so far. At the latest with the breakage of the 100 as barrier [7] it was
realized, that the generation of even shorter attosecond laser pulses will only be possible
by a control of the chirp of the XUV pulses. In principle, the intrinsic positive chirp of
the attosecond laser pulses caused by HHG with short trajectories as described in chapter
3.1.1 could be compensated by introducing negative chirp with thin metal filters, which
are anyway used as high-pass filters, that transmit only the continuous part of the HH
spectrum [7, 28]. But first, these filters absorb a substantial part of the only partially
transmitted XUV continuum and second, their thickness ranges around 100 nm, which
cannot be set precisely enough. Therefore the demonstration of chirped XUV multilayer
mirrors is an important contribution to the future generation of attosecond laser pulses
with pulse durations far below 100 attoseconds.
As a proof-of-principle experiment, streaking measurements have been performed with
three different XUV multilayer mirrors: a first mirror, which introduces a GDD close
to zero, a second mirror, which introduces negative GDD and a third mirror, which introduces positive GDD. In all measurements, which are shown in this chapter, negative
delays mean that the XUV pulse comes first, i.e. precedes the fundamental femtosecond
pulse. In contrast to other attosecond beamlines [7,68] the multilayer mirrors used in the
AS2-beamline are flat (see chapter 4.1) and can be easily exchanged without any subsequent time consuming realignment of the complete setup. Therefore, the AS2-beamline
is a unique setup for the complete characterization of multilayer XUV optics in terms of
reflectance and phase.
The results for the three different XUV multilayer mirrors are presented in the following
way: First the theoretical reflectance curve and GDD for each mirror are shown, which are
based on calculations that have been done by Michael Hofstetter and coworkers. These
theoretical predictions are examined by means of streaking experiments performed by
the author and colleagues and a subsequent FROG analysis, which have been done by
Justin Gagnon and coworkers. As a rule of thumb the observation of a chirped attosecond XUV pulse is visible by eye in streaking measurements if the absolute value of the
GDD exceeds 5000 as2 . All experiments have been done at the AS2-beamline with active
stabilization of the Mach-Zehnder-interferometer as a prerequisite for accurate streaking
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measurements with attosecond resolution. These measurements demonstrate the successful stabilization of the interferometer setup in an attosecond pump-probe experiment. It
also proves the exceptional quality of the streaking scans in terms of streaking amplitude,
count rate and absence of distortions due to a short confocal parameter like in other attosecond beamlines [7, 68].
Due to the multilayer structure of XUV mirrors, spectral wings of the reflectance curve
at lower and higher energies of the main peak cannot be prevented. Usually there are
large phase jumps between adjacent wings of the reflectance curve. These phase jumps
cause the formation of satellite pulses of an incident single attosecond pulse if the XUV
spectrum of the incident pulse covers not only the main reflectance peak of the multilayer
mirror but also one or several of these wings. All of these spectral wings at lower and
higher energies of the main reflectance peak have to be suppressed. Low energy wings are
usually suppressed by a metal filter, which is used for the absorption of low energy XUV
photons that are generated during several half cycles of the driving fundamental field and
therefore do not form one single attosecond pulse. High energy wings of the reflectance
curve are suppressed by the cutoff of the XUV spectrum. That’s why the general strategy
in the planning of an experiment with XUV multilayer mirrors is usually the design of
a multilayer mirror with a main reflectance peak that fits just between the absorption
edge of a suitable high-pass filter and the cutoff of the generated XUV continuum. In
the following XUV multilayer mirror designs the normalized transmission of the used
high-pass filter - here 150 nm thick Pd - is included. The reflected XUV spectrum,
which finally forms an isolated attosecond pulse is the product of the high-pass filter
transmission, the multilayer mirror reflectance curve and the incident XUV spectrum
from the HHG source. For this reason the reflectance curves, which are shown in the
calculated mirror designs, cannot be compared with the spectral XUV intensity from the
FROG retrieval, which additionally includes the incident XUV spectrum.
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4.4.2 Multilayer mirror without chirp
Fig. 40 shows the design of an XUV multilayer mirror, which introduces the smallest
possible chirp in the reflected attosecond pulse. The GDD oscillates around 0 as2 and is
well below an absolute value of 5000 as2 , so that in the streaking curve no visible chirp
can be expected. In the reflectance curve the normalized transmission of a 150 nm thick
Pd filter is included.

Fig. 40: Calculated reflectance and GDD of a multilayer mirror, which
introduces a GDD close to zero [81].

Fig. 41 shows the streaking spectrogram, which has been measured utilizing an XUV
multilayer mirror according to the design of Fig. 40. The streaking curve was measured
with neon as target gas. With XUV photon energies above 100 eV there are two possible
photoemission processes: photoionization via emission of a 2s electron or a 2p electron.
The absorption cross section at 115 eV for the 2p electrons is by a factor of 10 larger than
the one of the 2s electrons. Additionally, the 2p photoelectron count rate was increased by
means of an electrostatic lens of the electron time-of-flight spectrometer. For this reason
the streaking curve formed by the 2s photoelectrons is hardly visible and oscillates around
electron energies of 70 eV, whereas the streaking curve of the 2p electrons is much more
intense and oscillates around 95 eV. A small satellite pulse of the main attosecond pulse
appears in the streaking curve of the 2p photoelectrons. This satellite pulse generates
a second streaking curve shifted by 𝜋 with respect to the streaking curve of the main
attosecond pulse. The minima and maxima of this satellite curve do not show the same
maximum count rate, since the minima of the 2p satellite curve coincide with the maxima
of the 2s streaking curve and are additionally boosted by background photoelectrons at
lower energies.
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Fig. 41: Streaking curve with an unchirped XUV pulse.

Fig. 42 shows the spectral domain of the FROG retrieval result of the data in Fig.
41. The spectral bandwidth of the photoelectron spectra in Fig. 41 supports a Fourierlimited XUV pulse duration of 180 attoseconds. The retrieved XUV pulse duration is
188 attoseconds indicating a very small residual positive chirp of the attosecond pulse.
This residual positive chirp can originate from the HHG process, the GDD introduced
by the multilayer mirror and the palladium filter.

Fig. 42: FROG analysis of an XUV pulse with a chirp close to zero [82].
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4.4.3 Multilayer mirror with negative chirp
Fig. 43 shows the design of an XUV multilayer mirror with negative chirp. This time the
GDD, which is introduced by this mirror, oscillates around -15000 as2 . In comparison to
the previous multilayer mirror the peak reflectance is reduced by a factor of 2 and the
reflectance curve shows some wings of higher reflectance above 135 eV. Since the cut-off
of the high harmonic spectrum is at 130 eV, these high energy wings of the reflectance
curve cannot generate any satellite pulse.

Fig. 43: Calculated reflectance and GDD of a multilayer mirror, which
introduces a negative GDD [81].

Fig. 44 shows the streaking spectrogram, which has been measured with the XUV
multilayer mirror designed according to Fig. 43. This time the spectral bandwidth and
the maximum count rate of the photoelectron spectra shows a strong dependence on the
sign of the slope of the measured vector potential curve. Parts with negative slope show a
much broader spectral bandwidth and lower maximum count rate than parts with positive
slope. This can be observed in the 2p streaking curve, for which the electrostatic lens
of the electron time-of-flight spectrometer was optimized, as well as in the much weaker
2s streaking curve. As in the Fig. 41 a small amount of satellite pulse is visible in the
spectrogram.
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Fig. 44: Streaking curve with a negatively chirped XUV pulse.

The results of a FROG retrieval are depicted in Fig. 45. The retrieved GDD curve indicates a strong negative GDD oscillating around 15000 as2 , which reproduces surprisingly
well within the measurement error the average GDD of -15000 as2 of the design in Fig.
43. Such a large amount of negative GDD results in an XUV pulse duration far away
from the Fourier-limit.

Fig. 45: FROG analysis of an XUV pulse with negative chirp [82].
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4.4.4 Multilayer mirror with positive chirp
Fig. 46 shows the design of an XUV multilayer mirror, which introduces positive GDD.
As in the case of the negatively chirped mirror the peak reflectance is reduced by a factor
of 2 compared to the design of the multilayer mirror with minimum chirp in Fig. 40.
The GDD curve oscillates around +15000 as2 . The wings of the reflectance curve above
135 eV are suppressed by the cutoff of the high harmonic spectrum at 130 eV.

Fig. 46: Calculated reflectance and GDD of a multilayer mirror, which
introduces a positive GDD [81].

Fig. 47 illustrates the corresponding streaking spectrogram, which shows the opposite
behaviour of the spectrogram in Fig. 44: the parts of the vector potential with positive slope exhibit broader photoelectron spectra and a reduced maximum photoelectron
count rate whereas the parts with negative slope show a larger maximum count rate and
narrower photoelectron spectra. A FROG retrieval as shown in Fig. 48 of the data in
Fig. 47 confirms the strong positive chirp of the design in Fig. 46.
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Fig. 47: Streaking curve with a positively chirped XUV pulse.

Fig. 48: FROG analysis of an XUV pulse with positive chirp [82].
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4.5 Dramatically increased on target XUV flux
4.5.1 Metal-coated mirrors as reflective XUV optics
A fundamental challenge in research with extreme ultraviolet radiation is the lack of
optics with sufficient reflectance. Apart from gracing incidence mirrors there exist no
optics in the extreme ultraviolet, which offer reflectances comparable to those of silvercoated mirrors in the visible or gold-coated mirrors in the infrared. Therefore progress
in experiments with attosecond laser pulses has always been compromised by the limited
usability of gracing incidence optics [28, 69] or depended strongly on the development of
suitable XUV multilayer optics [6]. At normal incidence the peak reflectance of state-ofthe-art multilayer mirrors never exceeds 15%, if a spectral bandwidth of of more than 10
eV (FWHM) has to be reflected. The situation becomes even more complicated if very
broadband reflectances of more than 20 eV are required. Such broadband XUV multilayer mirrors suffer from a peak reflectance of less than 5% [7]. Moreover, XUV multilayer
mirrors suitable for attosecond laser pulses cannot be designed in any arbitrary spectral
range, since the layers are made of different materials in order to modulate the imaginary
part 𝐼𝑚(𝑛) of the refractive index 𝑛. A standard material for XUV multilayer mirrors is
silicon, which shows a strong absorption edge at 100 eV. Such an absorption edge causes
strong phase effects preventing the preservation of the shortest possible pulse duration of
the incident XUV pulses. In summary, even nowadays normal incidence XUV multilayer
optics reveal a low reflectance, which is decreasing with an increasing reflected spectral
bandwidth. On top of this, the reflected spectral bandwidth is limited and can only be
designed in a few spectral windows of the XUV specrum.
All the difficulties with normal incidence XUV optics justify - besides other arguments,
which have already been highlighted in chapter 4.1 - the invention of the AS2-beamline,
since the angle of incidence of the XUV radiation on the XUV optic in the delay chamber
in Fig. 19 on page 41 is 45∘ instead of normal incidence. On top of that, it turned out
that multilayer XUV mirrors can be replaced by simple metal coated mirrors if several
of these metal coated mirrors are sequentially used in order to increase the angle of
incidence on each XUV-mirror. For example, three mirrors with an angle of incidence of
75∘ result in a total deflection of the XUV beam by 90∘ as required in the setup of the
AS2 beamline.
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This concept has been realized as shown in Fig. 49:

Fig. 49: left: design of a mirror mount, which deflects the XUV beam by 90∘
after 3 subsequent reflections at 75∘ angle of incidence, right: mirror mount
for rhodium-coated XUV mirrors in the delay chamber of the AS2 beamline.
The half-inch mirror on the top is part of the reference interferometer for the
active stabilization of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The spectral reflectance of metal coatings can easily be derived from the complex refractive index [29, 83]. In Fig. 50 the total reflectance after three reflections on metal
coated mirrors at an angle of incidence of 75∘ is shown for ruthenium, rhodium and
palladium [29]. All these coatings are commercially available and stable in air. In addition the reflectance curve of a normal incidence multilayer mirror is shown supporting
a spectral bandwidth of about 25 eV (FWHM), which has been used for the generation
of the shortest XUV pulses so far with a pulse duration of only 80 attoseconds [7, 81].
Apparently the application of metal coated XUV mirrors in the AS2 beamline allows an
increase of the XUV flux on target by more than 2 orders of magnitude and an increase
of the supported spectral bandwidth (FWHM) by a factor of 2. This invention opens
the door to the generation of XUV pulses on target with pulse durations below 80 attoseconds at 100 times higher pulse energy. Another advantage of metal coated mirrors
is that they preserve the phase of the XUV electric field, which is an important point,
since many XUV multilayer mirror designs exhibit a useful spectral reflectance curve but
cannot be used for the reflection of attosecond laser pulses due to disadvantageous phase
effects.
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Fig. 50: Comparison of the total reflectance after 3 subsequent reflections
on 3 metal coated mirrors at 75∘ angle of incidence and the reflectance
at normal incidence of one multilayer mirror, which has been used for the
generation of single XUV pulses with a pulse duration of 80 attoseconds [7].

4.5.2 Streaking measurements
A first streaking spectrogram with these novel metal coated XUV mirrors is shown in
Fig. 51. In the past, all photoelectron spectra have been measured with a commercial
electron time-of-flight spectrometer, which increases the acceptance angle of the emmitted
photoelectrons by means of an electrostatic lens. Thus, it increases the photoelectron
count rate by several orders of magnitude, which was a condition for the feasability of
many attosecond experiments in the past due to the low XUV flux and absorption cross
sections in the XUV. This lens supports only a limited spectral bandwidth of about 40
eV at a central energy of 100 eV. In case of 30 eV broad photoelectron spectra, which
are streaked by additional 15 eV as shown in Fig. 51, this electrostatic lens fails since
its supported spectral bandwidth is too small. Fortunately, by means of rhodium-coated
XUV mirrors the XUV flux could be sufficiently increased so that streaking measurements
at tolerable integration times per delay step are still doable. Rhodium as coating material
in combination with a molybdenum filter were selected since rhodium shows the highest
reflectance in the spectral range of the generated XUV continua between 80 eV and 120
eV. The shown streaking scan reveals a slight positive chirp of the XUV pulses. This
positive chirp originates from the HHG with short trajectories as described in chapter
3.1.1 and is not completely compensated by the negative chirp introduced by the 150 nm
thick molybdenum filter, which has been used as a high pass filter that transmits the
continuous cut-off of the high harmonic spectrum (see Fig. 6 on page 18). The residual
positive chirp of the XUV pulses could be compensated by a thicker metal filter, which
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should result in a shorter attosecond pulse duration.

Fig. 51: Streaking scan with 150 nm Mo as spectral filter and rhodium mirrors.
The integration time per delay step was 20 sec, the delay stepsize was 50
attoseconds.
Fig. 52 shows the temporal XUV intensity profile, which was retrieved by a FROG
analysis of the streaking scan in Fig. 51. The XUV pulse duration is 77 attoseconds
(FWHM).

Fig. 52: Temporal XUV intensity profile retrieved
from the streaking scan shown in Fig. 51.
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5 Capturing electron dynamics
5.1 Time-resolved measurement of electron tunneling
5.1.1 Existing theoretical predictions and experimental results
Electron "tunneling" is a process where electrons get over a potential barrier, which they
couldn’t overcome in the classical picture if the energy of the electrons is not larger than
the potential barrier. However, quantum mechanics predicts a limited probability for the
transition of particles through a potential barrier even in case of particles with energies
lower than the hight of the potential barrier. Therefore, the so-called "tunneling process"
is a pure quantum mechanical process with no classical analog. The first theoretical description of electron tunneling processes in oscillating electric fields by Keldysh, which
is one step of the HHG process (see Fig. 3), has been presented in chapter 3.1.1. An
experimental approach for the time-resolved measurement of electron tunneling has been
suggested by Brabec & Krausz [16] and was for the first time experimentally demonstrated by Uiberacker et al. [84].
In this experiment the XUV attosecond pulse acts as a pump pulse and the CEP stabilized
few-cycle fundamental pulse as a probe. Since the photon energy in the order of 100 eV
is much larger than the first ionization energy of all elements, an XUV photon can act
in two different ways with an atomic system like a noble gas [84]:
∙ One photoelectron can be emitted from any electronic energy level with a binding
energy smaller than the photon energy.
∙ One photoelectron can be emitted and one or more electrons can be promoted to
higher energetic bound states. The photon energy is larger than the binding energy
of the photoemitted electron plus the excitation energy of the promoted electron.
The first process can be regarded as a pure photoemission process, whereas the second
process is a photoemission process accompanied by the electronic excitation of a second
electron into a bound state, which is in general called a "shake-up" process. At the latest after the measurements, which will be presented in chapter 5.2, the widespread but
experimentally unverified assumption that these two processes are instantaneous has to
be discarded. In fact, these two processes appear to evolve on an attosecond time scale
depending on the interaction of the photoemitted electron with all other electrons of the
atomic system during the photoemission process. The subsequent relaxation dynamics
of the electronically excited remanent ion, however, like e.g. Auger decays take place on
a femtosecond [4] or picosecond timescale.
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The pump-probe experiments, which are demonstrated in this chapter, proceed in the
following way: The XUV pulse photoionizes neon atoms and generates electronically excited Ne1+ ions via various shake-up processes. The probing fundamental pulse allows
the sufficiently excited bound electrons of the Ne1+ ions to leave the ion via electron
tunneling as soon as the extrema of the fundamental electric field and the binding potential of the excited states form an adequate tunnel barrier according to Fig. 3 on page
13. The tunneling ionization of the excited electrons in the Ne1+ ions by means of the
intense fundamental electric field results in the formation of Ne2+ ions. Since electron
tunneling is only possible in the presence of a sufficiently strong fundamental electric
field at the extrema of the fundamental waveform the integrated number of generated
Ne2+ ions should increase stepwise with increasing delay between the XUV pump pulse
and the fundamental probe pulse as schematically depicted in Fig. 53:

Fig. 53: The integrated number of Ne2+ ions increases stepwise with increasing delay between the XUV pump pulse and the attosecond probe pulse.

Neon as the best suitable atomic system for the time-resolved measurement of electron
tunneling has been selected due to its high absorption cross section in the available XUV
spectral range. Under the chosen experimental conditions the photoexcitation of Krypton and Xenon is accompanied by different Auger decays, which would complicate the
interpretation of the experimental results [84, 85].
The first measurement of the stepwise change of the Ne2+ count rate in [84] as shown in
Fig. 54 could not answer the question in which way the observed steps depend on the
fundamental waveform since in this experiment the simultaneous measurement of Ne2+
ions and photoelectron streaking data for the identification of the present fundamental
waveform were not possible. Now, this measurement has been done at the AS2-beamline,
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which gives the possibility to perform streaking measurements in parallel in order to
identify the phase of the ionizing wave as presented in chapter 4.1. The results of this
measurement are presented in the following section of this chapter.

Fig. 54: Counts of Ne2+ ions versus delay between the fundamental pulse and
the XUV pulse [84]. For negative delays the fundamental pulse precedes the
XUV pulse. Subsequent steps are separated by half of the period T𝐿 of the
fundamental waveform. A theoretical explanation for the dips in each step, i.e.
the short decrease of the Ne2+ counts after each step, has not been found yet.
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5.1.2 New experimental results
The most severe problem in the measurement of electron tunneling via delay-dependent
Ne2+ count rates were the poor statistics. Fig. 55 shows the Ne2+ count rate for different
delays between the XUV pump pulse and the fundamental laser probe pulse. Apart
from the first delay step and the last delay step the stepsize was 100 attoseconds. The
integration time was 1 sec. A negative delay means in the following measurements that
the XUV pump pulse precedes the fundamental probe pulse:

Fig. 55: Counts of Ne2+ -ions versus delay between the fundamental pulse and
the XUV pulse. The integration time per delay step is 1 sec.
There is a clear decrease of the Ne2+ count rate with increasing delay visible. However,
the theoretically predicted steps remain hidden in the background noise. Increasing the
integration time per delay step to 45 sec was not sufficient for revealing the stepwise
decrease of the Ne2+ count rate. For this reason, 24 scans with identical delay steps have
been performed as shown in Fig. 56:

Fig. 56: Sequence of 24 delay scans between the fundamental pulse and the
XUV pulse.
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In all 24 scans a decrease of the Ne2+ count rate is obvious. The total measurement time
for all 24 scans amounted to 45 minutes, during which the laser stability substantially
degraded as can be concluded from the decreasing average number of Ne2+ counts per
scan. Therefore each scan was normalized by dividing the number of Ne2+ counts per
delay step by the average number of Ne2+ counts of the corresponding scan. This results
in a normalized sequence of 24 scans as shown in Fig. 57:

Fig. 57: sequence of 24 normalized delay scans between the fundamental pulse
and the XUV pulse
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Averaging of all 24 normalized scans gives a curve as shown in Fig. 58. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation of 24 data points per delay step.

Fig. 58: Average of all 24 normalized delay scans. The error bars indicate
the standard deviation from the mean value calculated by averaging 24 data
points per delay step.
Here a stepwise decrease of the normalized Ne2+ count rate is already visible. Averaging
the Ne2+ counts of three adjacent delay steps results in a further improvement of the
statistics, which is depicted in Fig. 59. However, this adjacent averaging is at the expense
of a reduced temporal resolution.
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Fig. 59: Comparison of the delay-dependant Ne2+ counts with a photoelectron
streaking scan: the upper curve shows the average of 24 normalized ion scans.
3 adjacent delay steps are averaged, which improves the statistics but decreases
the temporal resolution. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of 72
data points per delay step.

The error bars in Fig. 59 indicate the standard deviation from the mean value of 72 data
points. The mean value 𝑛
¯ 𝑖 for the delay step 𝑖 was calculated according to
24

1 ∑
𝑛
¯𝑖 =
(𝑛𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑛𝑖+1,𝑗 + 𝑛𝑖+2,𝑗 ),
72
𝑗=1

where 𝑛𝑖 denotes the number of Ne2+ counts at delay step 𝑖 of scan 𝑗. The Ne2+ curve in
Fig. 59 shows a step at a delay of about 0 fs, which is smaller than the standard deviation.
From this follows that the presented data analysis is able to reveal the stepwise behaviour
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of the Ne2+ curve. A comparision of the Ne2+ curve with a streaking scan, which has
been acquired before measuring the Ne2+ curve, demonstrates that the observed steps
coincide with the zero crossings of the streaking curve. Since the streaking curve depicts
the vector potential 𝐴(𝑡) of the fundamental electric field 𝐸(𝑡) as explained in chapter
3.1.2, these zero crossings coincide with the minima and maxima of the electric field
curve. This is the first measurement, which connects the stepwise behaviour of the Ne2+
count rate as already observed in [84] with a streaking measurement. However, the dips
in the Ne2+ curve as presented in Fig. 54 could not be sufficiently reproduced so far. In
the Ne2+ curve of Fig. 59 is only one dip at a delay of 0.8 fs visible but since the standard
deviation is much larger than the depth of this dip the statistics are not sufficient for a
confirmation of this feature.
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5.2 Measuring the shortest time interval
5.2.1 Introduction
In this chapter it is investigated wether there is a measurable delay between different
photoelectron emission processes in noble gases. The relevant electron binding energies
of noble gases in eV and absorption cross sections in Mb, which are accessible with XUV
photon energies of 100 eV, are listed in the following tabular [86, 87]:

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

orbital
energy [eV]
cross section [Mb]
orbital
energy [eV]
cross section [Mb]
orbital
energy [eV]
cross section [Mb]
orbital
energy [eV]
cross section [Mb]
orbital
energy [eV]
cross section [Mb]

1s
24.6
0.5
2p3/2
21.6
4
3p3/2
15.7
0.8
4p3/2
14.1
0.5
5p3/2
12.1
2

2p1/2
21.7
4
3p1/2
15.9
0.8
4p1/2
14.1
0.5
5p1/2
13.4
2

2s
48.5
0.4
3s
29.3
0.2
4s
27.5
0.2
5s
23.3
0.5

3d5/2
93.8
1
4d5/2
67.5
30

3d3/2
95
1
4d3/2
69.5
30

All measurements presented in this chapter have been done at the attosecond beamline
AS1 as described in [88]. The delay convention is such, that for negative delays the
fundamental pulse precedes the XUV pulse. Due to the natural absorption cross sections,
the separation of the electron binding energies and the spectral bandwidth of the XUV
attosecond pulse the measurements have been concentrated on Helium, Neon and Xenon.
In case of Argon and Krypton either the absorption cross sections are too small for
a sufficient photoelectron count rate or the energy gap between two adjacent binding
energies was too small for a sufficient separation in the photoelectron spectrum since
the XUV spectral bandwidth was about 8 eV (FWHM). The spectrum of the attosecond
pulse is the product of the multilayer reflectivity, the transmission of the Pd filter and
the generated HH spectrum. Fig. 60 shows the reflectivity and GDD of the multilayer
mirror, which was used for all results that are presented in this chapter. The temporal
intensity profile of the XUV pulse was calculated by means of a FROG retrieval of a
streaking scan.
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Fig. 60: left: calculated multilayer mirror reflectivity and GDD [81], right:
temporal intensity retrieved with a FROG algorithm from a measured streaking
spektrogramm [82].

5.2.2 Investigated photoelectron emission processes
Helium is an interesting system from a theoretical point of view, since it contains only 2
electrons and the atomic nucleus. Therefore a theoretical treatment of helium is much
less complicated than in other heavier noble gases. In helium two different photoelectron
emission processes have been studied: the first process is a direct photoelectron emission
of one of the two 1s electrons, the second process is the photoelectron emission of one of
the two 1s electrons after scattering at the other 1s electron, which is shifted from the
1s atomic orbital into the 2s atomic orbital:

Fig. 61: Direct photoelectron emission (left) and photoelectron emission of
the first 1s electron after transition of the other electron into the 2s orbital
(right).
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The difference in photoelectron energy between these two possibilities is therefore the
necessary excitation energy for a transition from the 1s orbital to the 2s orbital. Unfortunately the absorption cross section for the photoelectron emission after scattering
is very low. However, it was possible to observe two distinct streaking curves for both
photoelectron emission processes:

Fig. 62: Streaking of 1s photoelectrons of helium. The streaking curve at higher
energies is formed by direct photoemission, the streaking curve at lower energies is
formed by photoemission of the first electron and excitation of the second electron.

With photon energies of 100 eV neon can be ionized by photoelectron emission from the
2s shell or the 2p shell. In contrast to helium the emitted photoelectrons originate from
two different atomic orbitals:

Fig. 63: Photoelectron emission from the 2p shell (left) and photoelectron
emission from the 2s shell (right) in neon. The 1s shell is not shown.
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Compared to helium much better statistics have been achieved with neon due to the
larger absorption cross sections of the two possible photoelectron emission processes.
However, the fact that neon contains already 10 electrons causes severe difficulties in an
accurate theoretical treatment.

Fig. 64: Streaking of 2s and 2p photoelectrons of neon. The streaking curve at
higher energies is formed by photoelectrons emitted from the 2p shell, the streaking
curve at lower energies originates from electrons emitted from the 2s shell.
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In case of xenon with 54 electrons per atom a reliable calculation of measured delays
between altogether three possible photoelectron emission processes for 100 eV photon
energy is even more challenging. Here, the photoemission from the 5p, 5s and 4d shell
has been investigated. The simultaneous observation of photoelectrons originating from
several different Auger decay processes together with the mentioned photoelectron emission from the 5p, 5s and 4d shell as well as the low absorption cross section for the
photoelectron emission from the 5s shell complicated the data analysis significantly. But
nevertheless, the streaking measurements with xenon served as a valuable reference for
ruling out potential systematic measurement errors:

Fig. 65: Xe streaking scan showing the streaking curves of the 5p, 5s and 4d
photoelectrons. The absorption cross section in case of the 5s photoelectron is
rather low, so that the streaking curve between the 5p and 5s electrons is not
well separated. The streaking curve of the 4d photoelectrons coincides with
several lines of different Auger decays.
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5.2.3 Experimental results
For the data analysis of the shown streaking spectrograms of helium, neon and xenon
different methods have been developed. One crucial experimental difficulty were the low
absorption cross sections for the 1s photoelectrons, which are emitted after scattering
in He, the 2s photoelectrons in Ne and the 5p and 5s photoelectrons of Xe. In order
to improve the count rate of these photoelectrons an electronic lens implemented in the
electron time-of-flight spectrometer has been used, which increases the count rate in an
energy range of about 40 eV (FWHM) by a factor of approximately 100. Unfortunately
the same electronic lens boosts also the background which could not be subtracted afterwards since an independent background acquisition was not possible. The background in
the photoelectron spectra could only be observed at the simultaneous presence of both
the XUV laser pulse and the fundamental laser pulse.
The data analysis proceeds in the following steps:
First, two horizontal slices each containing one of the two streaking curves are cut out
from the complete streaking scan, which is shown in Fig. 64:

Fig. 66: top: streaking curve of the 2p photoelectrons of
Ne, bottom: streaking curve of the 2s photoelectrons of Ne,
both streaking curves are cutouts of the complete streaking
scan in Fig. 64.

A precondition for this step is a sufficient separation of the two streaking curves. Therefore streaking scans with a too narrow energy gap in between the streaking curves cannot
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be processed in this way.
Second, the two streaking scans, which are shown in Fig. 66 have to be converted
into streaking curves, i.e. at each delay 𝜏 a value for the photoelectron energy has to be
identified. For this step three different methods have been tested, which are called centerof-gravity method (COG), restricted-center-of-gravity method (RCOG) and maximumof-spline method (MOS).
∙ The most reliable method was the COG method, since this method generated
streaking curves with the lowest statistical noise. At each delay 𝜏 the photoelectron
energy 𝐸 was defined according to
∑𝑛−1

𝑖=0 𝑁𝑖 𝐸𝑖
𝐸= ∑
𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑁𝑖

(16)

𝑁𝑖 is the number of photoelectron counts with photoelectron energy 𝐸𝑖 . Fig. 67
shows the result of this method in case of the neon streaking scan of Fig. 64:

Fig. 67: Complete photoelectron spectrum at 𝜏 = -0.1 fs with selected parts for the
calculation of the streaking curve for the 2s photoelectrons and the 2p photoelectrons
by means of the center of gravity (left) and the calculated streaking curves (right).

The disadvantage of this method was, that it includes also the background into the
calculation. Since this background is energy dependent due to the electronic lens
of the electron time of flight spectrometer, especially in case of the streaking scan
of the 2s photoelectrons of Neon, the background has a significant influence on the
calculated streaking curve.
∙ In order to reduce the influence of the background two more methods for the calculation of the streaking curve have been tested. The second method was the
restricted-center-of-gravity (RCOG) method. The corresponding photoelectron energy for each delay 𝜏 was again calculated with equation (16), but this time only
photoelectron counts 𝑁𝑖 , which exceed an individually defined threshold value are
taken into account. In this way, a smaller number of photoelectron counts, which
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are dominated more by background noise, have no influence on the final result. The
result of this method for the streaking scan of Fig. 64 is shown in the next figure:

Fig. 68: Complete photoelectron spectrum at 𝜏 = -0.1 fs with selected parts for the
calculation of the streaking curve for the 2s photoelectrons and the 2p photoelectrons
by means of the restricted center of gravity method (left) and the calculated streaking
curves (right).

In comparison with the COG method the RCOG shows a much better agreement
between the streaking curves of the 2s photoelecctrons and the streaking curves
of the 2p photoelectrons especially in the wings of the streaking curves. However,
since less data points of the photoelectron spectra are incluced in the calculation of
the restricted center of gravity, the statistics of the obtained streaking curves are
a bit worse.
∙ The maximum-of-spline method (MOS) applies a cubic spline fit to each photoelectron spectrum. If N is the 1-dim. array of size 𝑛, which contains the electron
counts and E is the 1-dim. array of size 𝑛 with the corresponding photoelectron
energies, then the cubic spline fit procedure minimizes the following function [89]:

𝑝

𝑛−1
∑
𝑖=0

2

∫

𝐸𝑛−1

((𝑁𝑖 − 𝑓 (𝐸𝑖 )) + (1 − 𝑝)

(

)2
𝑓 ′′ (𝐸) 𝑑𝐸

𝐸0

0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1 is a balance parameter, which can be set individually. 𝑁𝑖 is the i𝑡ℎ
element of N. 𝐸𝑖 is the i𝑡ℎ element of E. 𝑓 ′′ (𝐸) is the second order derivative of
the cubic spline function 𝑓 (𝐸).
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The maximum of the cubic spline fit curve defines the photoelectron energy at
the corresponding delay value. For 𝑝 = 0.6 the photoelectron spectrum at delay
𝜏 = -0.1 fs in the streaking scan of Fig. 64, the cubic spline fit curves and the
corresponding streaking curves are shown in the following figure:

Fig. 69: left: complete photoelectron spectrum at 𝜏 = -0.1 fs with the cubic spline fit
curves (red and green line) for the 2s photoelectrons and the 2p photoelectrons, right:
streaking curves calculated by means of the maximum-of-spline (MOS) method.

Compared to the COG method and the RCOG method the MOS method causes
the highest statistical noise in the streaking curves.
The most important argument for the use of the COG method is, that it contains no free
parameter, which has to be adjusted. In the RCOG method the threshold parameter
and in the MOS method the balance parameter 𝑝 have to be defined. Depending on
the quality of the streaking scan it turned out that in some cases both parameters can
significantly change the final result concerning a potential delay between both streaking
curves.
After the calculation of the streaking curves, the delay between them has to be calculated.
For this task two methods have been tested. The first method is a Fourier analysis of
the streaking curves. The second method is a fit procedure, for which a Gaussian pulse
shape is assumed.
The Fourier analysis is based on the following theory:
The two streaking curves represent the following two vector potentials, which are for
simplicity given in a complex notation:

𝐴1 (𝑡) = 𝐴10 exp [𝑖𝜔𝑡]
𝐴2 (𝑡) = 𝐴20 exp [𝑖𝜔(𝑡 − 𝜏 )]

Fourier transformation of both vector potentials gives:
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𝐴˜1 (𝜔) =
𝐴˜2 (𝜔) =

∫

+∞

𝑑𝑡 𝐴1 (𝑡) exp [𝑖𝜔𝑡]
𝜔=−∞
∫ +∞

𝑑𝑡 𝐴1 (𝑡 − 𝜏 ) exp [𝑖𝜔𝑡]
𝜔=−∞
∫ +∞

=

[
]
𝑑𝑡′ 𝐴1 (𝑡′ ) exp −𝑖𝜔(𝑡′ + 𝜏 )

𝜔=−∞

= 𝐴˜1 (𝜔) exp(−𝑖𝜔𝜏 )
Therefore, the difference of the spectral phases of both streaking curves at the carrier
frequency is identical to the temporal delay 𝜏 times the carrier frequency 𝜔0 .
A Fourier analysis of the streaking curves shown in Fig. 67 gives the following curves for
the Fourier amplitude and phase:

Fig. 70: Fourier amplitude and Fourier phase of the 2p and 2s streaking curves of
Fig. 67.
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Dividing the difference of the spectral phases, which are shown in Fig. 70, by the corresponding frequency gives the delay between both photoelectron emission processes:

Fig. 71: Phase delay calculated from the fourier phase
curves for the 2p and 2s photoelectrons in Fig. 70.
At the central frequency of 0.338 PHz a delay of -17.5 attoseconds is calculated, which
means that the 2s photoelectrons are emitted 17.5 as earlier than the 2p photoelectrons.
The fit procedure is based on the assumption of as Gaussian pulse:
[

]
]
[
4 ln(2)
1
2𝜋𝑐
2
2
𝑦(𝑥) = 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 exp −
(𝑥 − 𝑎4 − 𝑎6 ) − 𝑎7 (𝑥 − 𝑎4 )
(𝑥 − 𝑎4 ) cos
𝑎5
2
𝑎23
Definition of parameters:
𝑥: time in fs
𝑦: streaking curve in eV
𝑎1 : offset in eV
𝑎2 : streaking amplitude in eV
𝑎3 : FWHM of Gaussian field envelope in fs
𝑎4 : time shift in fs
𝑎5 : carrier wavelength in nm
𝑎6 : CEP in fs
𝑎7 : linear chirp in rad/fs2
Fig. 71 shows the result of this fitting procedure for the streaking curves of Fig. 67.
First the two streaking curves have been fitted independently. Since the statistics of the
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2p streaking curve are much better than the statistics of the 2s streaking curve, in a
second fit procedure the fit parameters 𝑎3 , 𝑎5 , 𝑎6 and 𝑎7 , which have been calculated for
the 2p streaking curve before, are applied as fixed parameters for the second fit procedure
of the 2s streaking curve.

Fig. 72: Streaking curves calculated with the center
of gravity method and Gaussian fit curves for the 2p
photoelectrons and the 2s photoelectrons.

Eventually, the delay between both fit curves was defined as the difference of parameter
𝑎4 , which indicates the time shift between both streaking curves. The final result was a
delay of -25.4 as, which is in fair agreement with the result of the Fourier analysis method.
A large number of scans has been acquired in case of neon and all scans have been analysed with the presented methods. Within the measurement error these methods allowed
a quick data analysis during the experiments in the laboratory in order to find the best
possible measurement parameters in terms of integration time, delay scan range and
delay stepsize. In general this analysis confirmed a delay in the photoemission process
between the 2s and 2p electrons of neon and it turned out that an integration time of 45
seconds, a delay stepsize of 100 attoseconds and a delay scan range of 10 femtoseconds
resulting in a total measurement time of 75 minutes per scan was adequate for achieving
sufficiently good statistics.
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A more advanced and more time-consuming analysis method based on a time dependent Schrödinger-equation (TDSE) fit routine as described in [90] was invented by Nick
Karpowicz. A data analysis with this method gave the following final result:

Fig. 73: Analysed delays between the photoemission of 2s and 2p electrons
in neon versus the laser electric field amplitude. The red filled diamonds represent the most accurate scans with the lowest amount of satellite pulse. The
green circles represent the results of spectrograms recorded with an XUV pulse
with narrower bandwidth at the attosecond beamline AS3. The corresponding error bars of the analysed delays are derived from the associated retrieval
uncertainties of the TDSE fit routine [90].

As depicted in Fig. 73 an analysis of all available scans revealed that the photoemission
of the 2s electron in Neon is 20 ± 5 attoseconds earlier than the photoemission of the 2p
electron. For this result 11 streaking scans have been selected, which exhibit the lowest
amount of XUV satellite pulse and therefore constitute the most reliable data set. Some
additional streaking scans have been performed at the attosecond beamline AS3 with a
different multilayer mirror and a different electron time-of-flight spectrometer in order to
exclude potential systematic measurement errors. These results are marked with green
circles in Fig. 73 and confirm the so far measured delay.
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Up to now, theory is not able to reproduce the measured delay in photoemission [90],
which is mostly due to the complexity of neon as an electron system containing 10 electrons. Much more reliable theoretical predictions about potential delays in photoemission
processes exist for helium, which contains only 2 electrons. Unfortunately the statistics
in case of helium turned out not to be sufficient for the accurate measurement of a
similar delay as can be concluded from Fig. 62. However, it is foreseeable that a higher
XUV photon flux in future attosecond beamlines will soon allow for reliable experimental
results also in case of helium.
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6 Conclusions and outlook
This section should summarize the most important experimental results achieved in this
thesis and draw the attention to future experiments, which have been enabled by this
work:

∙ In conclusion, it can be stated that in the frame of this thesis the shortest ever
measured time interval was detected via a direct measurement in the time domain.
It was found that the photoemission of 2s electrons in neon is 20 attoseconds
earlier than the photoemission of the 2p electrons. This discovery contradicts
the so far common but experimentally unverified assumption of an instantaneous
photoemission process. Due to the complexity of the neon atom as an atomic
system containing 10 interacting electrons a sufficient theoretical explanation of
this result is currently not possible.
∙ The second important experimental result achieved in this work was the clocking
of electron tunneling in atoms with ultrashort laser pulses via a simultaneous measurement of the number of ions and the optical waveform. This result opens the
door to investigations on the temporal structure of the electron tunneling effect
as a second quantum mechanical effect besides the photoemission process on an
attosecond timescale.
∙ High harmonic generation with synthesized optical waveforms consisting of the
fundamental wave and its second harmonic wave culminated in the discovery of a
method for the generation of tunable isolated attosecond laser pulses. In future
experiments, this important finding will considerably simplify time-resolved experiments on an attosecond timescale for which XUV pulses with different photon
energies are needed.
∙ The first characterization of chirped XUV mirrors in terms of reflectance and phase
allows for full control of the attosecond pulse shape. Chirped XUV mirrors, which
control the phase of attosecond laser pulses, will enable future investigations of
electron dynamics that are imprinted in the phase of the electronic wavepacket.
Furthermore, we have now the possibility to address selectively electronic transitions not only by the central energy of an XUV pulse but also by its chirp.
∙ The invention of metal-coated XUV mirrors increased the XUV flux on target by
two orders of magnitude resulting in an improved signal-to-noise ratio by a factor
of 10. In future experiments, such an improvement of the achievable statistics in
attosecond experiments allows for the investigation of systems, which were so far
not accessible due to their low absorption cross section in the XUV. Measuring a
potential delay in the photoemission process of helium, which can be calculated
much more reliably than in the case of neon, is now within reach.
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∙ The generation of the shortest and most energetic laser pulses in the spectral range
between 200 and 300 nm succeeded by means of third harmonic generation of fewcycle fundamental laser pulses. In future experiments, this simple method will serve
for the generation of powerful pump-pulses for the excitation of electron dynamics
in molecules, which are subsequently probed by attosecond laser pulses.
The experimental basis of these results and the proposed future experiments was the
experimental setup of the attosecond beamline AS2, which has been originally suggested
in 2005 [91]. This setup is now fully operational. The sufficient stability of the MachZehnder interferometer suitable for pump-probe experiments on an attosecond timescale,
which was the main uncertainty in the concept of this novel attosecond beamline system,
has been verified in numerous streaking experiments. A large number of diagnostics has
been installed and successfully tested:
∙ two XUV grating spectrometers, for the characterization of high harmonic radiation
and for future transient absorption measurements
∙ one electron time-of-flight spectrometer for photoelectron spectroscopy
∙ one reflectron ion spectrometer for the detection of charged products of electronic
processes
∙ imaging systems for the alignment of the temporal overlap of pump and probe
beams
The mentioned diagnostics are now ready for the conduction of time-resolved experiments investigating electron dynamics in molecules [92]. One promising candidate is
ozone, since its absorption cross section in the deep ultraviolet perfectly matches with
the spectrum of the ultrashort UV-pulses, which have been generated in this work, and
and also with the fundamental spectrum. The electronic excitation of the ozone molecule
with both the fundamental and the third harmonic laser pulse will result in the coherent population of two excited electronic states, which give rise to the large absorption
cross section in the Chappuis-band and Hartley-band. Probing the population of the
coherently excited electronic states of ozone with attosecond XUV pulses by means of
photoelectron spectroscopy will reveal the quantum beating between the two excited
electronic states. The period 𝑇 of a quantum beating is generally determined by the
energy difference Δ𝐸 between the two excited states:
𝑇 [𝑓 𝑠] =

4.1357
Δ𝐸[𝑒𝑉 ]

The energy difference Δ𝐸 between the Hartley-band and the Chappuis-band amounts to
2.7 eV, resulting in a beating period of 1.5 fs. The measurement of photoelectron spectra of ozone for different delays between the fundamental and UV pump pulses and the
XUV probe pulse will result in the observation of an oscillating photoelectron energy of
electrons, which are released by the XUV probe pulse from the populated excited states
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after the coherent electronic excitation took place. Since an excitation in the Hartleyband populates repulsive electronic states the ozone molecules will start to dissociate
on a femtosecond timescale. Such a dissociation corresponds to a propagation along the
reaction coordinate in Fig. 74 resulting in a shift of the energy of the excited electronic
states and therefore also in a change of the observed beating frequency.

Fig. 74: Absorption cross section (left) and the calculated potential surfaces
(right) of ozone [93]. The reaction coordinate R1 is the distance between two
adjacent oxygen atoms in the ozone molecule.

This experiment will be followed by more complicated investigations on electron dynamics in molecules. Time-resolving of ultrafast charge migration in biomolecules will
give insight into biological processes like energy and information transport. Ultrafast
adsorbant-to-substrate charge transfer may speed up photovoltaics. Understanding the
very first instants of the formation of chemical bindings (rearrangement of electrons) may
lead to coherent control of chemical reactions. All these processes and findings we can not
foresee right now will have influence on molecular electronics, optical nanostructuring,
ultrafast chemistry and many more fields in science.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Derivation of Poisson’s sum rule
Every periodic function
+∞
∑

𝑔(𝑡) =

𝑓 (𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇 )

𝑛=−∞

with period T can be expanded into a Fourier series
+∞
∑

𝑔(𝑡) =

𝑐𝑚 exp(𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝑡) with 𝜔0 =

𝑚=−∞

2𝜋
.
𝑇

(17)

The Fourier coefficients 𝑐𝑚 are determined by
𝑐𝑚 =

∫

1
𝑇

+𝑇 /2

𝑑𝑡 𝑔(𝑡) exp(−𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝑡).
𝑡=−𝑇 /2

With 𝜏 = 𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇 one has

𝑐𝑚

+∞ ∫ 𝑛𝑇 +𝑇 /2
1 ∑
=
𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 ) exp [−𝑖𝑚𝜔0 (𝜏 − 𝑛𝑇 )]
𝑇 𝑛=−∞ 𝜏 =𝑛𝑇 −𝑇 /2
+∞ ∫ 𝑛𝑇 +𝑇 /2
1 ∑
=
𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 ) exp(−𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝜏 ) exp(𝑖𝑚𝑛2𝜋)
{z
}
|
𝑇
𝜏 =𝑛𝑇 −𝑇 /2
𝑛=−∞

=

1
𝑇

∫

=1∀ 𝑛,𝑚

+∞

𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 ) exp(−𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝜏 ).

(18)

𝜏 =−∞

Using eq. (17) and (18) we obtain

𝑔(𝑡) =

=

+∞
∑

𝑓 (𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇 )

𝑛=−∞
+∞
∑
𝑚=−∞
+∞
∑

𝑐𝑚 exp(𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝑡)

1
=
𝑇
𝑚=−∞
=

1
𝑇

∫

+∞

𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 ) exp(−𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝜏 ) exp(𝑖𝑚𝜔0 𝑡)
𝜏 =−∞

+∞ ∫
∑

+∞

𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 ) exp [𝑖𝑚𝜔0 (𝑡 − 𝜏 )] .

(19)

𝑚=−∞ 𝜏 =−∞
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Reexpressing 𝑔(𝑡) in terms of equally spaced Dirac delta functions and comparison with
eq. (19) yields
+∞
∑

𝑔(𝑡) =

𝑓 (𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇 ) =

𝑛=−∞

=

⇔

+∞
∑

𝛿(𝜏 − 𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇 ) =

𝑛=−∞

+∞ ∫
∑

+∞

𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 )𝛿(𝜏 − 𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇 )

𝑛=−∞ 𝜏 =−∞
+∞ ∫ +∞
∑
𝑚=−∞ 𝜏 =−∞
+∞
∑

1
𝑇

𝑑𝜏 𝑓 (𝜏 )

1
exp [𝑖𝑚𝜔0 (𝑡 − 𝜏 )]
𝑇

exp [𝑖𝑚𝜔0 (𝑡 − 𝜏 )] .

𝑚=−∞

With 𝑥 = (𝜏 − 𝑡)/𝑇 and 𝜔 = 2𝜋/𝑇 one gets Poisson’s sum rule [94]
+∞
∑
𝑛=−∞
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+∞
∑
𝑚=−∞

exp (−𝑖𝑚2𝜋𝑥) .

(20)
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8 Abbreviations
as
ASE
BBO
BS
BW
CEP
COG
cm
cw
DFG
DUV
e-TOF
eV
FROG
fs
FWHM
g
GDD
GVD
HH
HHG
HCF
Hz
kg
Mb
min
MM
MOS
MPI
ms
𝜇m
nJ
nm
NIR
ns
PM
PPLN
ps
RCOG
rad
s

attosecond
amplified spontaneous emission
barium-borate
beam splitter
bandwidth
carrier envelope phase
center of gravity
centimeter
continuous wave
difference frequency generation
deep ultraviolet
electron time of flight spectrometer
electronvolt
frequency resolved optical gating
femtosecond
full width at half maximum
gram
group delay dispersion
group velocity dispersion
high harmonics
high harmonic generation
hollow core fiber
hertz
kilogram
megabarn
minute
multilayer mirror
maximum of spline
multi photon ionization
millisecond
micrometer
nanojoule
nanometer
near infrared
nanosecond
perforated mirror
periodically poled lithium niobate
picosecond
restricted center of gravity
radian
second
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SD
SFG
SH
SHG
SPM
SPIDER
TDSE
THG
TOD
UV
V
XUV
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self diffraction
sum frequency generation
second harmonic
second harmonic generation
self phase modulation
spectral interferometry for
direct electric field reconstruction
time-dependent Schrödinger-equation
third harmonic generation
third order dispersion
ultraviolet
volt
extreme ultraviolet
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